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Hong Kong made the first step in 1981 to introduce 
quality circle, which was a proven and successful tool in 
other developed countries especially Japan, in the quality 
campaign of a territory-wide scale. the purpose of this 
research is to review the progress in such crusade and the 
problems encountered so far. It is hoped that precious 
lessons can be learned through the various cases pr~?ented, 
all in the local context, in order to acquire higher chance 
of . success in the implementation of · the quality circle 
program. 
Based on the analysis of the various cases presented g 
the most important factors attributed to successful 
implementation of a quality circle program would be 
harmonious labor relation, a company-wide participation of 
all the top management, middle management and workforce in 
a well planned and structured scheme aiming at a clearly 
communicated corporate objective to achieve quality. 
It is recommended that any organization which wishes 
to embark .on such quality circle program, should first 
examine the internal and external environments where it 
operates and that favorable factors do exist or could be 
created with dedicated efforts and commitment. 
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CHAPTER I 
, ..... ~ ... 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to remain' competitive in the international 
and local markets and meet the stringent quality 
requirements of buyers and customers, manufacturer~ today 
are in the pursuit of quality improvement. Sophisticated 
demands of consumers also intensified the pressure on 
sUPP+,iers of products and services for high quality. 
since its appearan·ce in Japan in 1962, applibationof 
quality cirblesl have been extended beyond manufacturing 
sectors in the 7 Os in many other countries, . wi th both 
successes and failures. 
In late 70s, China's 'open door' economic policy led· 
to the opening up of parts of China to foreign investment 
and industrial development. A considerable amount of 
organizations have moved their manufacturing plant$ into 
China's . specialized economic zones for the benefits of 
lower land and labor costs. Consequently a considerable 
amount of labor-intensive manufacturing process has been 
shifted inland and management support from Hong Kong took 
the form of servic€s such as design, purchasing , 
1 Quality cirdle is refe~red to a kind of small group 
activities, definition of which will be detailed in Chapter 
II. 
2 
warehousing, marketing and shi~ping. 
Entering the 80s, Hong Kong was emerging as a 
financial, information, communication and service center o f 
the ' Asian Pacific Region. The contribution of ' service 
industries towards Hong Kong's ' economic growth becomes 
comparable to that of the manufacturing industries. 
Therefore quality of service is equally importance to those 
service industries. 
Prosperity of Hong Kong relies heavily on its 
competitiveness, not only in the export of goods, but also 
. . 
its ability to maintain its status as a majorfinanc'ial and 
communication center. High quality is equally important to 
goods produced and all kinds of services provided to i t s 
internal and external customers of any organization. 
It is nearly a decade since the quality circle 
movement took off in Hong Kong in 1981. Like in many other 
countries, quality circles first took root in the 
manufacturing sectors, being utilized. as a modern 
management tool to assist in quality control. 
This research will perform a review on ~he progress of 
quality circle activities in Hong Kong in arid beyond the 
manu,facturing sector, to the service sector. Factors which. 
are attributed to the failure a,nd success of quality circle 
programs as awhole,_ rather than individual . quality 
circles, will be identified and discussed as well. 
In the next c~apter, the origination and the 
principles ' of quality circle are refreshed. After that a 
review of the quality circle movement in Hong Kong in the 
3 
last decade is presented. 
The design of the research is laid out in Chapter IIIo 
Discussion on findings from the survey is presented in 
, .... .. ... 
Chapter IV and V for the manufacturing and "services 
industries respectively. Conclusion is drawn and 







QUALITY CIRCLES - PAST AND PRESENT 
Birth' of QC Circles 
In the early 1950s, management specialist Dr. W. 
Edwards Deming and Dr. J. M. Juran were invited to te~,ch the 
managers of Japan's industries on quality control 
methodology. Creatively, Japanese succeeded to adapt the 
.1..:":-' .--
Ainerlcan teaching to suit the distinctive. Japanese" social 
background with a collaborated effort to make th~ entir~ 
labor force QC-conscious. 
consequential to joint effort of the broadcast and 
pUblication media, . quality control circles (QCC) were 
firstly born in 1962. 2 
What is QC Circle? 
The late"Prof. Kaoru Ishikawahas stated in his book, 
General Principle of The QC Circle, that "the QC circle is 
,.. 
a small group which voluntarily (njishuteki," which means 
independently, willingly, at their own initiative , 
autonomously, etc.) performs quality control activities 
within compa,ny-wide quality control activities, for mutual~ 
self-development and process control and improvement within 
their workshop utilizing quality control techniques with 
2 Quality Control Circles at Work . . Tokyo: Asi.a.n 
Productivity Organization, 1984, p. 4. 
' ; 
full participatien ef all members.,,3 
In practice, circle me~bers are lik~ly employees who 
perferm similar werks and, led by a circle leader who 
usually but net necessarily is their superviser, meet 
,"' ~ 0.. 
regularly to. identify preblems, analyze causes, recemmend 
selutiens to the management and where feasible, to. 
implement these selutienS themselves. 
Development ef QC Circle Activity 
outside Japan 
Because ef its demenstrated success in Japan and the 
employee~oriented nature of the idea, Japanese-style QC 
circl~ activities were introduced in the united states in 
1965 and in Eurepe in 1966 by the · late Prof. ° Kaoru 
Ishikawa. 
However the first nen-Japanese QC circles were started 
in the late 1960s · in the Republic of Ko.rea and Taiwan. 
since then QC ci~cleshave gradually spread worldwide. 
By now, QC circles, er better knewnas quality circles 
in the West, or in their adapted ferms in many other 
innevati venames such as werk imprevement teams, were 
practiced in ever 40 countries in the world, with 
remarkable . success in the various kinds of industrial 
sectors. However such concept should never be taken as 
panacea for "quality and laber relation problems. 
3 Quality Centrol Circles at Work. Tokyo: As ian 
Preductivity organizatien, 1984, p. 4. 
' J 
QC Circle Terminology 
For the sake of discussion and clarity, in the 
forthcoming paragraphs, the term "quality circles" applies 
to all small group activities as described in the preceding 
,- .. .. 
paragraphs. Moreover the word "product" applies to (goods as 
well as services:.· The word "process" applies to production 
processes as well as to business · processes. The word 
"customers" applies to all who are . affected, both 
'externally' and 'internally'. 
Why Quality Circles ? 
More than often, a compet~nt employee may find !1Jmself 
end up in frustration with . his own apparent inability to 
improve the work process · or improve the working 
environment. Much of the frustration is generated from poor 
communication with peers and supervisors, unsatisfactory 
environment, lack of proper tools etc. 
. \ 
Quality is the key element in aQY strategy to obtain 
a strong share ofa market. And quality circle is a sound 
concept to enhance the active participation and involvement 
of the rank and file for improvement of quality of life and 
products as proved by numerous cases· of successful 
application in Japan and many other countries. Please refer 
to Appendix 1 for the potential benefits · which can be 
derived trqm a succes·sfully implemented quality circle 
prq,gram. 
Quality circles, by equipping the employees with the 
. knowledge through training, communication channel, and 
motivation to participate, is an indi~pensable element to 
total quality control. 
Quality Circle and Total Quality control 
The concept of total quality control ' (TQC) was first 
defined by Armand V. Feigenbaum and has been usedj.n Japan 
since 1958. However, due to the difference in social 
nature, Japanese style TQC was implemented through the 
participation of all company members and was called 
Company-wide Quality Control (CWQC) to avoid confusion. 4 
CWQC is characterized by the following three pbints: 5 
(1) All~department participation (including sub-
contractors, sales companies, and .,~.~ main-
tenance/service companies). 
(2) All-employee participation (from top management 
to line workers,and salesmen). 
(3) Integrated process " control (including quality v 
profits [costs and prices], quantity [delivery 
\ 
schedules], ' safety and soctal worth) . 
TQC ()r CWQC encompasses every section and division of 
the organization. There is no doubt whatsoever about the 
fact that TQC, involving every managerial and supervisory 
level, is imperative for improving the total quality of 
products and services. 
Henceforth both the C~QC or TQC and QC circlers have 
4 Ishikawa, ' K. "How to Apply Companywide Quality 
Control in Foreign Countries." Quality Progress, September 
, 1989, p. 70~74. 
5 Q~ality Control Circles at Work. ' Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization, 1984, p. 4. 
. ) 
8/ •. ../ 
important roles to play in improving quality and 
productivity of any organization. While TQC brings about 
quality awa:r;-enessand knowledge among the different levels 
of executives from top to bottom, quality circles are 
:- ..... 
designed to involve the work force with tfie same 
objectives, but without coercion from the top. Both are 
complementary and have to' be effectively ' implemented in any 
organization. 
Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between; 9uality 
circle and CWQC. It can be seen that quality circles are an 
important link in the ' integrated quality management and 
have ' to be given equal importance ' along with TQ-C for 
achieving all round progress. 
Both TQC and quality circles are continuous process 
and have to be sustained without interruption for ensuring 
. a . high standard of performance throughout the organizationo 
\ 
Quality Circles in Hong Kong 
The rapid growth of the Japanese economy during the 
post-war period, has made manycourttries envy and fueled 
their interest to learn the Japanese management technl.que. 
Compared with many other . Asian countries such as 
Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, the emergence of quality circles 
among the Hong Kong industries was late by five to ten 
years. 
It is nearly a · decade since the concept of quality 
circle was introduced to Hong Kong through different 
·channels. Multinational corporations transplanted the 
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Kong because of their own strong belief in the new 
management concept and/or successful experience. 
other organizations got to learn more about the concept 
through actfvi ties such as seminars and study mission tours 
;-- ~ ... 
to Japan, which were organized by certain ! related 
organizations in,'Hong Kong. 
Early development of the activities was never smooth 
due to a number of factors such as unfamiliarity of the 
concept and lack of experience in implementation. /Eqonomic 
recession and the prevailing uncertainty about the 
political ' future of Hong Kong have further ' hindered the 
g-rowth of quality circle activities. 
Who is Behind the Promotion ? 
A number of organizations have contributed to 
introduce the concept of quality circle activities to Hong 
Kong. As , early as the beginning of 1981~ Hong Kong 
Industrial Relations Association has hostad a seminar on 
, Quality Circles and , Modern Personnel Management'. In 
November of the same year, it again organized the '1981 
A:sia Quality Conference' in cooperation with Hong' Kong 
Chinese Manufacturers Chamber and International Association ' 
of Quality Circles. 
In the same year, the Hong Kong Productivity Council 
called for :r the set up of a Hong Kong Society for Quality 
Control to consolidate the effort of quality control 
professionals from all sectors. Such move was prompted by 
the economic miracle of Japan and the growing awareness 
that manufacturers in Hong Kong could no longer compete 
11 
merely in prices in global marke~s due to escalating local 
cbsts and developing countries in the neighborhood. 
Hong Kong Productivity Council 
"Hong Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) , established in 
1967, is a statutory organization entrusted with the 
important task of promoting industrial productivity in Hong 
- Kong. 
In September 1981 , HKPcorg,anized Hong Kong's first 
study mission on quality control circles to Japan. 
Afterwards as follow up, HKPC has launched a continuous 
program to <iisseminate and promote the techniques 
~'- I" 
and 
activities of quality circles ' in Hong Kong through both 
public and in-company seminars, training courses and talks. 
In~companyprograms were tailored-made for different levels 
of management and workers. The respons~ trom the various 
industries was . e~couraging. 
In January, 1983HKPC organized the first quality 
circle case presentation meeting . within twelve months' 
period, three such meetings were organized to boost the 
industrialists' interest in quality circle activities 
through sharing of some successful experience. 
HKPC has also built up a library of films and slides 
on quality control and the implementation techniques of 
quality cir,cles to 'assist interested parties in 
promotional activities. 
Hong Kong Quality Circles Association 
their 
Formed by a ' g,roup , of devoted advocates in quality 
circles, the Hong Kong Quality Circles Association (HKQCA) 
12 
was established in 1983 asa non-profit-mak~ng body with 
the objective of introducing and promoting the 
implementation of quality circle activities in 'organization 
in Hong Kong. 
v' 
To promote quality awareness and improvement, the 
association has ·offered a variety of consultancy and 
training services to over 30 organizations in Hong Kong. 
Consultancy .services they provide focus on areas, not only 
in quality circles, but also ' include total ; q~ality 
management, training technologies etc. In-company programs 
are conducted with audio-visual aids in the manner of 
prese~tations, group discussion, exercises, rolEr'::'play, 
games and case studies~ 
The association has its quarterly newsletter in 
Chinese language and its circulation is limited to its 
members exclusively. In September 1985, it organized its 
own first Hong Kong Quality Circles convention. with much 
effort solicited from support~ng members, such territory-
wise quality circle convention has been held biennially and 
the , fourth convention was expected in the fall of , this 
year. 
Who is in the Arena of Quality Circles? 
Thoug.hafew surveys have been conducted in the past, 
it is never ,possible ·to account for ' all organizations which 
are practicing such activities in whatever forms they take .. 
An non-exhaustive list could only be sorted out through -the 
. records of -companies which have participated in any . kinds 
of activities relate~ to the quality circles. 
13 \ ) 
Such list would include, not only those organization 
which are practicing with satisfactory result, but also 
those which are still prudently considering feasibility of 
quality circle 
\j 
activities in their particular 
, .... . ... 
/ 
organizational environment. However, ' for those which have , 
bitter experience, 'of failure in implementing quality circle 
activities for one reason or ' the other, it is 
understandable that their names are , not easy to be 
confirmed. 
Nevertheless, by condensing informatiqn from a various 
source, it seems that there are over forty organizations 
- ' 
presently or once engaged in such activities. Among those 
participants, it is hardly surprised to learn that ~ajority 
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RESEARCH METHODS 
The Research Problem 
The purpose of this research is to find out the 
present state of quality circle activities in · Hong Kong 
after a decade's development, with particular atteht~on to 
its spread to the non-production sectors of manufacturing 
o~ganizations and into the service industries. Specific 
points being attended to are : 
(1) Nuinber of companiestha t are presently · practicing 
or once practicedthe quality circle programso 
(2) The general difficulties that are faced with in 
developing the quality programs. 
(3) Factors contributed to failure of whole quality 
circle programs. 
Limitation of the Research 
Due to the absence of a centralized government agency 
to coordinate development of quality circle activities in 
Hong Kong ,there is no official registry of companies 
practiding quality circle prog-rams. Name list of companies 
to be included in the research is gathered through the 
following source : 
(1) Corporate member list as provided by the Hong 
Kong Quality circles · Association inA December 
15 
1990. 
(2) Cbmpanies which have been mentioned in publicized 
articles such as the Productivity . News of the 
~Hong Kong Productivity council; or known by 
~, 
: .. .. ... 
quality circle advocates to be having some sort 
of quality circle programs in progress. 
Research D~sign and Information Collection 
The present research is aimed at reviewing the 
development of quality circle programs among the Hong Kong 
organizations which have once practiced or are still 
practicing the quality circle program. Attention ~!s not 
drawn to the potential of the quality circle programs in 
ariy particular industries or tb what extent the management 
1 
of Hong Kong companies are interested in the concept which 
certainly contributed to the . success of Japanese economy 
today. 
\ 
The research is based on a literature review and 
survey. In the literature review, focus has been · put on 
books and articles published in journals which are 
available for reference in Hong Kong. The purpose is to 
~' . 
acquire a background knowledge about the concept itself g 
its origination, and development in ' other neighboring 
countries. such information will be useful in developing 
the framewo~k of analysis for the findings · 'from the survey. 
As chosen among many other alternative options, the 
survey was conducted in the form of semi-structured 
. telephone interview addressed to the enlis·ted 
correspondents nominated by the organizations. Telephone 
16 
interview has the following advantages : 
..... ~ ... 
(1) Since the potential respondents all have 
different stages of development, it would be very 
-~difficult to design a questionnaire which is 
concise and yet covers all possible situation. 
(2) Interviews can be arranged at mutually convenient 
moment of both ' parties. 
(3) Considering the number of potential respondents 
involved with each having his or her own working 
location and tight schedule, it is one of the 
time saving o~tion though the geographic area to 
be covered' is not so immense. 
(4) Most respondents tend to feel less uncomfortable 
in disclosing information over the phone than 
face-to-face or in written reply. 
(5) The interviewer can adapt the question as 
n'ecessary in response to reply given by the 
respondents. 
Tel~phol1e interview also have its disadvantages as ' 
following: 
(1) Potential respondents may have doubt about the 
identi ty of interviewer over the 'phone and refuse 
to disclose any information. As a matter of fact , 
one of th~organization did so. 
( 2) Interviewer - biases, due to differences in 
questiohs and interpretation of responses is 
inevitable. 
'(3) The interviewer cannot see the respondents to 
read any nonverbal communication. 
17 
(4) Instant response expected over the ' phone is in 
(5) 
the expense of accuracy of quantif ied answers 
such -as number of circles in actions. 
_ Interviewees are the persons nominated by his or 
L 
her organization for coordination with the 
association, and not necessary the ones who have 
all required information regarding the quality 
circles. 
(6) Duration of interview varied between 20 , to 60 
minutes and the total time consumed is much more 
when compared -with mailed questionnaire. 
Nevertheless, semi-structured telephone intervr~w was 
chosen after considering the pros and cons. From known 
experience, ) mailed . questionnaires received a very low 
response rate in the past in similar survey. 
Before the survey by telephone interview was 
conducted, interviews have also been made with two of the 
executive members of the Hong Kong Quality Circles 
Association to grasp the background of . quality circle 
development thrdugh their own experience. : 
Difficulties in Information Collection 
There is very limited written material in circulation 
in - Hong Kong about the quality circle activities. Should 
there exist" a centralized registry and information center, 
-
it certainly will b~ helpfQI. 
The corporate member list obtained is not updated and 
- many of the enlisted correspondents have left the companies 
and in some of such cases, it took much ti~e before another 
18 
person was located for the interview. In 'such cases, 
knowledge in the past history would depend on whether or 
not a complete ' record has been well maintained and the 
personal interest in the program of the successors or 
l. 
,~ - , .. 
relieves. 
Moreover, instant response required from the 
interviewees over · the phone could lead to decrease in 
quality of info~mation in a number of aspects. Information 
tends to be personalized due to his/her own exper;ience, 
knowledge or even commitment towards the quality circle 
activities. 
The respondents hold different ranks in the 
organization. This, to a certain extent, reflects the 
significance ' of such activities in the organ~~ations and 
their commitment. Nevertheless, it is safe . to assume that 
all of the~ have considerable involvement in the quality 
circle activities, either \ in mastering, organizing, 
monitoring or facilitating the activities. It is not all 
surprising to find out that a few of them, being devoted 
advocates . themselves, are current or past executive 
coinmittee members of the Hong Kong Quality Circles 
Association. 
Method of Analysis 
Althougt,l a few of the organizations declined to 
respond to the interview, officers of a total of 37 
organizations were interviewed. It is found that not a ll 




To facilitate analysis and comparison, all 
organizations are grouped into two main categories i.e. the 
manufacturing and service industries. Findings of the two 
groups 
, .... . ... 
are separately discussed and analyzed 
G' 
following two chapters. 
in the 
Due to the s.ize of the sample and the nature of the 
interview i this research 'will not attempt -to analyze any 
causal relationship between the variables. Instead, - the 
main objectiVes are to synthesize the various views 
expressed by the respondents, and to try to derive any 
existing pattern of factors attributing to success and 
failures of quality circle programs. 
\ 
CHAPTER IV 
:- - ... 
QUALITY CIRCLES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 
Evolution of Quality Control 
Quality control of products have gone .through a number 
of stages. 6 The traditional form of quali tycon;tr9l is 
inspection after production, aiming at eliminating faulty 
products after they have been produced. Evolution of 
s .tatistical " control theory brought in the concept of 
quality assurance which was process oriented and performed 
by specialists during production process to reduce "the 
possibility of faulty products being produced. 
Japanese, after assimilating the concept of statistic 
quality control and developed their innovative management 
tool of quality control by involving floor workers. Such 
concept is widely known as quality circles by now. 
Hong Kong Experience 
~' -
Twenty one manufacturing firms were interviewed~ The " 
breakdown by categories of industry is shown in Table 1. 
More than on~-third is associated with electronic products 
and electroJ;lic components. This could be because of " the 
stringent requirement in quality control of products and 
the heavy penalty of quality cost in the fast growing 
6 Sullivan, L.P. "The Seven Stages in Company-Wide 
Quality Control." Quality Progress,May 1986, p. 77-83. 
21 
electronics industries. However, in another main 
contributors to Hong Kong export, the garment industry, 
only one firm is known to be as~ociated with the quality 
circle activity. It is obvious that the excessive fluidity 
,"' ~ ... 
of labor force in the garment industry trigge~ed ' by the 
insufficient and cyclical order could seriously hamper the 
implementation of quality ' circle. 
TABLE 1 MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY TYPES OF INDUSTRY 
Industry· . Type Total A* B* c* 
- . 
Electronic Consumer 
Products 4 2 1 - 1 
Electronic Components 4 1 1 2 
Electrical Equipment 2 2 
Food & Beverage 2 1 1 
Watches 2 1 1 
Metal products 2 1 1 
Screen Printing 1 1 
optics 1 1 
Chemical 1 1 
" . 
Machinery 1 l ' 
, 
Knitting 1 - 1 
Sub-total 21 6 4 11 
* A - Bystanders; B"" Drop-outs; C - Runners. 
In the following paragraphs, all cases are classified 
into three categories, namely (1) bystanders, (2) drop-
outs, and (3) runners in the arena,and analyzed. Please 
refer to case studies of Companies MOl through · M21 in 
Appendix 2 for details. 
22 
Bystanders ' 
Out of the 21 firms, six do not have any forms of 
quality circles at the present stage. Among them, three 
(compantes - MOl, M02 and M03) are in the electronics 
industries. The other three are interested in exploring the , 
feasibility of adaption, among which two (Companies M04 and 
_. M05) are engaged in the ' early stage of introducing the 
concept while the remaining one (Company M06) has adapted 
other form of quality improvement process. All these,' firms 
are of local interest and not , subject ' to influence and 
assistance as the ' subsidiaries of mUltinational 
corporations would experience. 
,Four out of the six, initiation to have quality circle 
programs came from the top management. However merely top 
management's desire to improve quality is not sufficient. 
In addition to approving financial budgets, top management 
must commit themselves 'the effort to understand and lead 
the program with determination. As shown by the following 
analys is, t'?P management's ' commitment is one of the' 
important factors to determine whether a quality circle 
program can be developed, maintained, . r and grow to 
contribute to the quality management of the whole 
corporation. 
Drop-outs 
Another four enterprises (Companies r107 through M10) 
have quality circle activities run for some time and 
' stopped by now. Reasonsq~oted include the following: 
(1) Manufacturing~ plant moved inland. 
23 
(2) Labor lay-off due to business downturn. 
(3) Priority given to other corporation objectives 
such as expansion of production facilities. 
(4)~ Lack of thorough understanding and commitment of 
.... . ... 
top management. 
(5) Turnover in middle management. 
(6) Turnover in labor force especially circle 
leaders. 
(7) Insufficient facilitators. 
(8) Reduced enthusiasm of participants. 
(9) Fee~ing of appropriate project topics dried up. 
(10) Insufficient motivation and award scheme. 
Quality circle program could be an ,effective parallel 
\ . 
structure involving staff in quality management. However 
the enthusiasm of the participants can only be maintained 
if jobs are secured. Large scale lay-off is uncommon 'among 
Hong Kong industries. Should it happen, its detrimental 
demoralizing effect to the staff is sufficient to suffocate 
~he program .. Company M07 was hit by unexpected business 
downturn and forced to lay-off part of thelabor with its 
quality program finally wound up. 
All the other three cases (Companies M08, M09 and MlD) 
reflect a phenom,enon that the lack of understanding and 
strong commitment especially among the top management and 
a well comprehensive"" plan of implementation are main 
reasons of failure. As Shown by some other cases in the 
. forthcoming paragraphs, ' reloc~tion , of plant operation 
inland does not , necessarily cause a haul to the quality 
circle program. As a matter of fact, Chinese workers are 
24 
also exposed to such kind of: activities carried out in many 
of the enterprises in China. 
It is likely that some companies have taken quality 
circles as -fad, tried them on a trial basis simply because 
they symbolize modern participative management. In 'face of 
changes in the environmental factors, they lack persistence 
and tend to give up. 
" In fact, just a few, and not necessary all, of the 
unfavorable situations as enlisted above would be enough to 
lead to decline of the quality circle program. Only a well-
conceived plan administrated by a suitably manned committee 
with ~uilt-in flexibility can lead to better chaiice of 
survival. otherwise, even if it managed to start off, there 
would be little chance that the quality campaign could last 
long enough to stabilize and · grow, as what happened in 
Company M10. 
\ 
Lesson from Runners in the Ar.ena 
There are 11 firms (Companies M11 through M21) which 
manage to ha~e their quality circle activities keep going. 
In the forthcoming paragraphs, factors which are attributed 
~ . . 
to their continuing existence will be discusse_d. 
Top Management commitment 
Compan·y Ml1 is the only one firm where the initiation 
came fromtbe middle management and the top management in 
the other ten firms took the credit in initiating the 
quality circle programs. Unfortunately the idea did not 
"receive full support from the top management which rather 
preferred to invest in knowledge build-up of technical. 
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staff for immediate return. Potential of floor workers were 
neglected. Con~equently, even with advocate members in the 
middle managemeftt, development of circle activities were 
handicapped due to insufficient training and motivation 
resources. 
In another .case, the implementation of a quality 
circle program in Company M12 was delayed for years by 
short term vision of expatriate top executive until a 
receptive local chief executive officer came to powe~. 
Another two firms (Companies M13 and M14) applied the 
quality circles in their production · plants inside the 
mainland China. However the application were confift~d to 
production areas and administrated merely asanal ternati ve 
management tool to improve , quality through limited 
involvement of staff. Such way of adoption resembles 
closely to the ' type . of group suggestion program in which 
base the management has no interest ih shifting its style 
toward participation or ih creating an el~borate parallel 
structure. 7 
Due to expahsion of production facilities, economic or 
strategic reasons, manufacturing plants may have to be 
relocated. Tntwo of the cases (Companies M15 andM16) u 
plant relocation within the territory did cause serious 
disturbance to the quality circle program due to 
7 Lawler, E. and Mohrman, S. "Quality Circles After 
'the Fad." HarvardBusiriess Review, January/February 19 8 5 r 
p. ' 69. 
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significant change in the workforce. Nevertheless, both 
organizations managed to revive the program after a brief 
stoppage by utilizing their experience acquired in the 
past. ; ~his - is in contrary to another case (Company MOB) 
mentioned in the preceding section where the manufabturing 
plant was moved ~utside the territory and quality program 
was stopped. The top ' management's commitment and 
determination to strive for continuation of the quality 
program is the controlling factor. 
All the above six cases, as compared to other five, 
reflect whatdifference .top ~anagement can make by having 
different attitude towards the development of quality 
circles. Very often, top management's mind is preoccupied 
with issues in £inance and marketing. Quality matters are 
regarded as operational problem and is qelegated to the 
lower level managers or quality managers to solve. 
Consequently top management tends to make little effort in 
understanding the mechanism of quality circle. Even if the 
top manageme~t expresses its support dutifully, without 
real 'action fro~ the top management to take the leading 
ro1e, the development of quality circles would be limited 
and fall short to contribute towards a company-wide quality 
strategy. 
Middle Management Participation 
' f 
Involvement of middle management is another important 
factor ·for success. Owing to their positions in the 
organization hierarchy , .uninformed managers tend to rej ect 
or pose negative attitude towards implementation of quality 
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program, as reflected in many studies
8
. In many cases, 
promoters of quality circles experienced that soliciting 
support of middle management, especially those not within 
the core group for launching of program, is much more 
difficult than convincing the top management and 
encouraging participation of the floor workers• 
Usually management staff in production are the f i r s t 
in the organization to be involved in the quality program. 
And they tend to accept quality circle being additional 
tools to tackle the quality problem in order to ful f i l 
their duty. 
Without exception among all the 11 firms where quality 
circle is being practiced, circle activities were f i rs t 
started in the production area, and spread to other sectors 
along with their growth if possible. Only seven firms 
managed to do so. This, to a certain extent, reflects that 
how the pace of spread could
 x
be deterred by the skeptical 
view of staff in the middle management, as expressed 
explicitly in the case of Companies M16. 
Unlike his subordinates who are voluntary to 







. Successful performance of 
quality circles may imply their incompetence in identifying 
and solving probleins. On the other hand, they may be blamed 
for the stalemate of qaality circle activities under their 
8 
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supervision due to weak leadership and ability to exploit 
the workforce's potential. Even worse is that they may be 
accused of posing obstacles in circle development for being 
uncooperative and holding up necessary information and 
\ . r-
.- . .., 
resources required by the circle members. 
Workforce Participation 
Nearly without exception, participation in the quality 
circle program is claimed to be voluntary. ' The only 
exception is cited with the case of Company M13 ,. t ,aking 
place outside the territory. In that case~ circle members 
were appointed by the m~nagement among the Chinese workers 
who had little bargaining power in job searching. HOwever 
it is very doubtful if such practice could be applied to 
Hong Kong workers and lead to satisfactory results. 
Moreover, it is strictly against one of the founding 
principles of the quality circles. 
It would be naive to think that all floor workers in 
Hong Kong would , have the ~elf initiative to participate in 
a program which they have hardly heard of " or experienced. 
For the more ·self-conscious workers, the least the 
management must do is to give briefing about~-the nature and 
penefits expected of the program. Some workers would take 
pride in having the chance to participate in the management 
of the production process. For the others, more effort is 
required to 'promote the idea, to change their attitude and 
encourage their participation through orientation and 
.education. 
Labor, Turnover 
Hong , Kong labor market is characterized by high 
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turnover rate, poor sense of belonging. Som'e industries are 
vulnerable to ' high turnover in relation to economic 
situation. However, to a large extent, turnover rate and 
sense-.J of belonging are reflection of an organization I s 
:' ~ ... 
personnel management system and policy. It is the 
advocates' opinion that successful implementation of 
quality circles does ha~e its constructive effect to 
alleviate these two problems. 
Except in the cases of massive labor turnover due to 
plant relocation as fore-mentioned, no firm among the 11 
perceived that the prevailing labor turnover rate has any 
si~~if~cant effect on ' the program. 
Motivational Incentives 
Workers need to be motivated with a comprehensive and 
well perceived scheme of recognition and awards. Nearly all 
except in Companies MI6 and M18, meeting ·time of circles 
were regarded as overtime work for incentive. 
Eight of the 11 ' firms indicated that there were 
regular case presentation~ Though presentation is a good 
means of motivation and promcition, participants should be 
encouraged and provided with adequate training and in no 
case be forced to do so. 
Means of recognition were in a wide variety, such as 
pUblicizing succes.sful projects in the in...;.house newsletter 
or bulletin, on activity ·notice boards or'in the occasion 
of annua·l dinner. Awards also varied a lot and were granted 
not only for best proposal, but also level of activity, 
team IS creati vi ty in design ete. In fact there is no 
limitation in choice of awards as long as they are non-
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monetary in nature and fit in the specific environment of 
the organization in terms of the budget and the 
participants' expectation. 
Workers in Hong Kong in general have lower expectation 
' .. -/ 
,"' .. .. , 
in profit sharing when compared with workers in the western 
countries. Besid~s, it is difficult in some cases to 
quantify the gain through quality program while, in the 
contrary, the extra investment is quite easily accounted 
for. Among the firms interviewed, profit . sharing is rare 
except in one case (Company M18) where bonus is granted 
when the realized benefit to the company is audited to have 
exceeded certain pres.cribed amount. 
structure of Quality Circle Program 
A formal structure for promoting and coordinating the 
programs' activities is important for its success. Eight 
out of the eleven have indicated formation of steering 
committee in the early stage of the program implementation. 
steering committee, usually comprised of the senior 
managers in ' a cross-section of the functional department, 
and sometimes the chief executive officer as well, is the 
cobrdinationcenter of the program. It se:r;ves to approve . 
budget, establishes and implements the policies and 
procedures of the entire program. The committee also 
coordinates all training programs in order to start up and 
sustain the program. ~erms of reference should also be 
defined and communicated to participants precisely in order 
to make sure that quality .programs would not be mistaken as 
an alternative channel of voicing grievance. Capable or 
no~, quality circle memb~rs should spare themselves from 
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topics involving personnel structure, investment strategies 
and corporate policies. (For further details of the 
organization structure and different role plays·of the key 
memb~rs in promoting quality circles, please refer to a 
:- " " 
book written by Dr. K.K. Tse and Mr. P.C. Fung. 9 ) 
Training and Education 
To start up the quality circle program, .nearly all 
companies resorted to external assistance. Potential 
organizers were sent to training courses c6nducted by .HKPC, 
HKQCA and the Hong Kong Management Association (HKMA). In 
some cases, representatives of these organizations were 
invited to conduct in-house training .c";-'-courses for 
facilitators and circle leaders. And then circle - leaders 
were expected to train their circle members during -- the 
regular meetings before they started to address to quality 
problems in th~ir own work areas. 
As mentioned in previous paragraphs, . training and 
education have their important role to correct the non-
supportive at:titude of management and workers, and provide 
the workers with the necessary basic knowledge such as the 
"seven tools of quality,,10 and skill toi-nvestigate and 
envisage a workable solution for qual~ty problems of 
products and work life. 
10 Details please refer to a seven-part series began in 
Juhe through December of 1990 in Quality Pro~ress. 
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Over half of the firms have the quality circle 
activities steered by production staff. Reportedly 
involvement of personnel department is limited in a number 
of cases. -Moreover, majority of the firms stated that 
'- ' 
separate training teams were formed under the steering . 
committees to handle the training matters, regardless of 
·whether or not training department already established to 
train workers on the basic work skill. 
capital Background 
Among those eleven firms which are still practicing 
quality circles, seven· are subsidiaries of multinational 
corpor.ations (MNCS) and only four are local , firms. · ...,.~ ·Among 
those four, · one (Company M11) admitted to be - rather 
inactive, a 'nd two (Companies M13 & M14) are operating 
. inland, and leaving behind . only one (Company M16) local 
firm which claims success in the implementation in the 
local context. \ 
This reflects that the quality circle is not so well 
received by t!'le local industr~al firms as many of the MNC 
subsidiaries. Though it is not necessary that the idea has 
to be originated from the headquarter, MNC subsidiaries 
appeared to have the additional advantage to share relevant 
and valuable experience learned by their sister companies · 
elsewhere when quality circle was adopted. 
Organization Size 
Among the 15 firms which have quality circles once: 
implemented or being carried on, the number of employees 
varies from 130 to over 1,000. 
Small firms could be more vulnerable to resourc e 
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constraints especially financial and human resources and 
face the dilemma in their allocation among various business 
strategies. They tend to assign lower priority to quality 
circ~e program which requires long-term commitment before 
any benefit could be realized. 
On the oth~r . · hand, large firms may have the advantage 
of existing formal management system, training facilities 
and venue to carry out the quality circle program. Some 
even have canteen to facilitate social meeting ,among 
employees outside office hours and in-house publication to 
facilitate circle promotion. 
However, . . it is .very encouraging to find that:''''''small 
firms with less than 100 employees such as Companies MOl 
and M04 did attempt to .know more about the quality circle 
for their consideration. 
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CHAPTER V 
QUALITY CIRCLES IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
Quality of Service 
Quality of service involves both the technical aspect 
of providing service and the human behavioral aspect of the 
interactions between the supplier and customer. 11 It is 
invisible, and very often problem cannot not be identified 
as- deviations 'from a standard, which itself is difficult to 
est~blish without considering the everchanging customers' 
needs and requirements. 
Service industries are in general more labor intensive 
than manufacturing establishments. The human aspects of 
individual employees, such as\ morale and human relations in 
the workplace, tend to influence the quality of services in 
a more direct manner, compared with their effect on the 
quality of products in the manufacturing industries. 
Since the concept of quality circle was instituted in 
1962, its development has been encouraging in ~any 
countries all over the world~ with remarkable success in 
the various kind of ihdustrial sectors. Since 1975 j it has 
spread to '~ such' non-manufacturing industries as 
construction, banking, insurance, retail sales, hotels and 
11 Boothe, R. "Who Defines Quality in Service 
Industries?" Quality Progress, February 1990, p. 65. 
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restaurants, transportation, etc in Japan. 12 
other countries soon ' followed suit. In the last 
decade, though successful cases do exist, the application 
of q~ality _ circles in the service industries is still at 
infant stage in most Asian countries. 
Hong Kong Experience 
Among the 16 service organizations (Companies SOl 
through S16) interviewed, types of industries covered are 
, , 
limited to banking, public transportation, shipping, 
construction, hotel and marketing organizations of 
industrial products as shown in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS BY TYPES OF INDUSTRY 
Industry Type Total A* B* c* 
Banking - 3 1 2 
Marketing, & Service \ 3 ' 1 2 
Public Transport 2 2 
Air Transport 1 1 
Photofinishing 1 1 
Construction 1 1 
Air Express 1 1 
Architecture 1 1 
Terminal 1 1 
Shipping , 1 1 
Hotel 
i- 1 1 
- , 
Sub~Total 16 4 2 10 
* A - Bystanders; B -Drop-outs; C - Runners. 
12 Quality control Circles at Work. Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization, 1984, p. 4. 
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In the following paragraphs, all cases are classified 
into three categories, namely (1) bystanders, (2) drop'" 
outs, arid (3) runners in the arena, and analyzed. ·Please 
refer · to qase studies of Companies SOl through S16 in 
Appendix 3 for details. 
Bystanders 
out of the 16 firms, four showed their interest in 
quality program in different manners. However, in company 
; . 
SOl, the management, though impressed with the contribution 
demonstrated in Japan, maihtains reservation on the 
application of. quality circle in the Hong Kong context. 
~-=--," 
Having other forms of management tools to collect staff 
suggestion in cost reduction, the .management did not 
perceive the urge of need in implementing quality circles 
and rather prefer to allocate its resource in organization 
expansion. 
\ 
Company S02 in the banking industry has just recovered 
from business failure which has prompted ' government to 
takeover and 'became prudent to make the move to implement 
quality circles. Company S03, a U.S. marketing firm, chose 
other ways to achieve its objective of quality_ leadership 
.in i1;:sindustry. Lastly 'company S04,another local firmt' 
was experimenting different alternatives to achieve better 
service quality and efficiency in order to prepare for 
future trends. 
,Drop-outs 
Another two firms have given the quality circle 
program a try and yet both have dropped their programs for 
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a couple of years. Quality circle program failed in company 
805 because of inadequate preparation in many aspects as 
well as serious staff instability. Obviously, top 
manag~ment -did not have thorough understanding about the 
quality circles . . They failed to sell but rather push the 
idea ina haste to the senior and middle management who 
were to execute the circles. The program was doomed due . to 
the ambition to launch the circles in a large scale and 
fast fashion, in anticipation for a quick return. Moreover 
the strain in labor supply created by the rapid growth of 
the industry constituted another unfavorable factor for its 
development. 
~,:, .-
In another case, the circle activities in Company 806 
was stopped !due to organization restructuring at the 
discretion of the headquarter. Though. achievement of 
quality improvement is still high in the corporate 
objective list, quality circl~ was not their best choice of 
means any more. 
Lesson from Runners in the Arena 
The remaining ten service organization (Companies 807 
through 816) were still practicing quality circles in one 
form or another. Implementation of quality circles in 
service industries do have experienced difficulties due to 
some of the peculiarities of the service quality which will 
be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Top Management .Commitment 
In five of the ten firms; initiation to start the 
quality program came from the top management. However, this 
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does not guarantee the long run commitment. Top management 
perception of how to achieve quality improvement may change 
with the time as in the case of Company 808. Attention of 
management _may be shifted to other corporate issues and in 
(-,) 
:- .... 
face of the threats to the survival of the program, ~uch as 
excessive high turnover in middle management, lack of 
commitment will simply -end up letting the program to 
d~clin~, as predicted by Lawler and Mohrman. 13 
In the other five of the ten organizations, initiation 
was generated by the middle management. In such cases, top 
management -tend to be . skeptical and doubtful about the 
benefit of the program . as in the case of Company 809 ~"'':- .-Only 
when concrete results have been achieved by pilot programs 
if the middle , management managed to obtain the approval to 
have a go, then top management may change its attitude 
towards the activities. 
Top management support must be continuous and whole-
hearted. If top ,management spares itself from the task of 
leading the quality program, as in the case of Company 810, 
the influence of a few quality circle advocates is :not 
sufficient to get the program on track to its destination. 
without committed. ef.fort from the management, the . program 
would bound to decline and vanish eventually. 
Middle Management Participation 
Involvement of middle management is important for 
13 1 Law er,E. and Mdhrman, 8. "Quality Circles After 
the Fad." Harvard Business Review, January/February 1985, 
p. 69. 
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success regardless of whether it is manufacturing or 
service industries. 
No matter their input is in response to directive from 
top management or their own self initiatives, strong belief 
, ' 
.- .. ... 
in quality circles and persistence in effort are es~ential 
to break through ~ll the hurdles in the course. The way to 
success is never smooth and the more important is that one 
can learn precious lesson from failure and try again, as in 
the case of Company 811. 
Unlike in the manufacturing industries where " quality 
circle has " its birthplace in production areas, quality 
circles in service industries tend to vary according to 
industries. As an example, in banking industries, quality 
circles were ,first among the front line staff in direct 
contact with · the customers, while in public transport 
industries, their first appearance was in the maintenance 
departments. \ 
In service organizations, skeptical attitude among 
some staff of middle management also detetredthe pace of 
spread of quality circle away from its birthplace. Similar 
tactics as discus~edin Chapter IV were developed to tackle 
such problem with -moderate success. 
Workforce Participation 
Participation in the quality circle activities were 
reported to b~totally~oluntary after being motivated. In 
general, service industries are composed of higher 
proportion o"fwhite collar staff and better level of 
education level. This brings in the benefit that the staff 




Labor turnover and shortage is a prevailing phenomenon 
know~ for the banking and hotel industries. These problems 
..... .... 
have caused the abandon of quality circle in company ' S05 in 
the hotel industry. and decline in quality circle activities 
in company S08. 
As for the banking industry, it is apparent that the 
organizations involved (Companies S13 and S14) could,' cope 
with it and manage to carry on with the program. 
Motivational Incentives · 
In general, except in Companies Sll and ,S12, me~ting 
time of quality circles were regarded as overtime wbrk for 
incentive. In ' some cases, sucl?- as those of Companies S10 
and Sll, due to the nature of ' the workers, sometimes it 
could be difficult to call regular meetings among workers 
Working on shift roster or outbound service. 
There are four firms stated that they have regular 
case , presentation, ' less in proportion when compared with 
the manufacturing industries. Though case presentation 'has 
its value as motivational and promotional ~eans, reduced. 
emphasis -on it could help to relieve the stress among the 
circle members. As a matter of fact, many 'of the probl~ms 
tackled in the services industries are not easily 
quantified in figures to make the audience ,fully understand 
the achievement made. 
Means of recognition were also in a wide variety . When 
come to awards, the service industries seem to be more 
gen~rous. Winners and best performers were rewarded with 
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company sponsored trips to attend international convention 
or sightseeing in nearby countries and territories. 
Though tangible result of cost reduction remains to be 
one of the _ possible outcome, as it is more difficult to 
I 
: ~ ". 
measure the quality standard and performance in service 
industries, profit· sharing is not considered in any of the 
ten cases. 
structure of Quality Circle Program 
Eight out of the ten have stated clearly that ,there 
were steering committees formed to · implement the quality 
circle programs. 
Training and ~ducation 
Nearly all companies resorted to external ass~stance 
when the progra:rttwas formulated. Potential organizers were 
sent to training courses .conducted by HKPC and HKQCA. In 
some cases, representatives of these two organizations were 
invited to attend in-company \seminar or conduct in-company 
training courses for facilitators and circle leaders. And 
. then circle leaders were expected .to train their circle 
members during the regular meetings before they starte~ to 
address · to quality problems in their . own work areas. 
Company S11 even resorted to assistance from Singapore when 
it was considered that local experience in implementing 
quality circl~ in service environment is not sufficient. 
As mentioned before, the birthplace of quality circles 
inside the organizations tended to vary among different 
service industries . Presence of personnel and training 
staff in the activities was comparatively stronger even in 
the _early stage of development. This comes quite naturally 
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with the general trend that service industries are more 
prone · to emphasis on development of human resources which ' 
are their main assets. 
capital Background 
:' ~ .,. 
Local interest accounts for eight out of the ten 
services organiza~ions. And among them thr~e are listed in 
the local stock market. ,The other two are Of foreign 
(U.S.A.) interest and yet only one (Company S07) has its 
quality program commenced under strong influence and 
assistance from its headquarter. 
Organization Size 
Among the 12 firms which have quality circles'~;- once 
implemented or being carried . on, the number of ~mployees 
varies from 300 to over 12,000, which in general is larger 





1 .... ,1 
CONCLUSION 
Though the 37 organizations involved in the pres~nt 
survey do not represent all the firms which have 
acquaintance with the quality circle activities in one way 
or another, it is apparent that application of quality 
circle is still limited to a _ rather small number of 
ind-ustries, both in the manufacturing and service sec"'tors. 
In relation to - the capital background of the 
organizationsf Hong Kong benefittedmore from multinational 
corporations' experience in implementing quality circle in 
manufacturing industries. contrary to this, local capital 
is dominating in the effort of implementing quality circle 
in the service industries~ 
When come to the size of organization, service 
organization, engaged in labor intensive operations, tends 
to have larger number of employe~s. However there is no 
such minimal size of organization to have quality circle 
successfully implemented. In fact, there w~s a case in one 
country where an advocate of quality circle was so 
impressed with the -experience intheworkplace that the . 
concept was applied at home to deal with household problems. 14 
14 -d Up a, S.R. Quality circles in India. New Delhi: 
Tate McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1988. 
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What Make Quality Circles Work? 
Whether eventually succeeded or failed, the 
organizations implementing them have gone through some 
bitter exp~rience from which precious lessons can be 
...... ~ , 
accumulated to derive a better chance of success for the 
others. In the .following paragraphs, we will discuss 
briefly some of those experiences found in the last two 
chapters. 
Labor Relation 
Mutual trust between the management and the general 
workforce is ~n important factor for success . Harmg~ious 
labor ~elation would also lay a good foundation for the 
program development. Conversely, if thefuanagement used to 
control the workforceby maniprilating the conflicts among 
worke~s, quality circle activities could h~rdly be started 
up nor survive for long. In addition, family business 
enterprises tend to be autocratic with highly centralized 
decision process. Naturally, quality circles, calling for 
team effort to participative management, could hardly find 
their place in such organizations until there is 
fundamental change in the company culture and management 
style. 
Participation 
The participation of the top management, middle 
management and workforce are all very important and 
necessary for ·the successful implementation. Among the 
three, support of the middle management i~ the most 
difticult to solicit due to their rep.ulsive attitude 
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towards quality circle activities. 
To counteract the difficulty, an organization should 
direct sufficient resources in terms of education and 
training to . middle management to correct their attitude, to 
i t 
, .... ~ ' .. 
build up th~ir confidence with the program, to und~rstand 
their important ,role in guiding and assisting the 
development of the program. More important is to get the 
middle management to understand that it is their 
responsibility to develop the treasured human asset :in the 
organization, in order to achieve the business objectives. 
Equally important ,is to develop managers' trust in 
workers' ability and convince .them to deleg'ate :;~'-more 
decision making authority to the rank and file workers. One 
of the effecti ve ways to motivate the . managers is to 
include them in the steering committee or sub-committees. 
Another -possible way is to make circle development 
achievement as part of their performance appraisal. 
Excessive mobility in any of these groups of 
employees, though comparatively rare for the top 
management, would certainly have adverse effect on the 
healthy growth of a quality circle program', even if the 
organization managed to have it set off. This is true for 
both the manufacturing and services industries. 
In addition, extraordinary labor turnover due to plant 
relocation is not uriconnnon in manufacturing industries and 
did caused temporary haul to the quality circle programs. 
,A Well Planned and structured Scheme 
Motivational ihcentives instituted are restricted to 
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non-monetary awards in nearly all cases. Profit or gain 
sharing is rare and not anticipated by the Hong Kong 
workers. 
Not all organizations confirmed the presence of a 
formal structure to implement the quality circle~rogram 
but there is strong evidence that existence of the steering 
committee is very importa·nt to consolidate participation 
especially from the management and to help prepare and 
tackle any problem encountered in the proces~ of 
implementation. 
Training and education are also an indispensable part 
~':-I~ 
in -the implementation" not only to start up the program, 
but also to sustain the program. 
Promotion of Quality Circles ' 
As for the spread of quality circles beyond ' the 
manufacturing sectors , the pace was slow except where 
corporate objective of total quality achievement is clearly 
stated. On the other hand, the.re is an increasing number of 
service orga-nizations joining the crusade of quality 
improvement in the last couple of years, at a speed faster 
than that of the manufacturing industries. 
There is no doubt that organizations like the 'Hong 
Kong Productivity Council (HKPC) and ' Hong Kong Quality 
Circles Association (HKQCA) have contributed a lot to the 
promotion of the quality circles among the local 
industries. However, HKPC ' does have its vast spectrum of 
obj ,ectives in enhancing productivity to serve and it is 
likely that promotion of quality circles is not emphasized 
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as much as in the early 80s. 
Lately in the last few years, HKPC has been initiating 
a pilot project to' develop a Total Quality ~anagement (TQM) 
appr~ach for Hong Kong. In light of the enforcement of ISO 
.~ .. .. , 
9000 series of standards by Hong Kong's trading 
partners15 , the g~vernment firmly believes that the quest 
for improved quality, leading to the development of a TQM 
approach, might prove to be one of more decisive factors in 
determining the future success of Hong Kong's manufacturing 
industries. 16 
As for -the HKQCA, being a non-profit-making body with 
limited resources, the association finds itself fallen 
short in launching aggressive promotional activities. 
Meanwhile, i t ' was _ admi tted that promotion _ effort in the 
past years was insufficient, especially towards the ser~ice 
industries'. This effort was further limited by the fact 
that most of the committee \ members and volunteers have 
experiences mainly in the manufacturing industries. There 
was opinion voiced that service industries did not obtain 
the kind of assistance and advice they expected from HKQCA 
in promoting quality. 
Key -Notes For . Implementing 
Quality Circle Programs in Honq Kong 
The management of any organization which is seriOUSly 
15 Kalinosky, I.S. "The Total Quality System - Going 
Beyond 1509000." Quality Progress, June 1990, p. 50-54. 
16 
'90s." 
"Total Quality - A Management Strategy for the 
Hong Kong Productivity News, 22 (May 1989) :7-8. 
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considering to launch a quality circle program should 
develop a clear corporate policy and draws its attention to 
the following essential 'elements throughout the stages of 
preparation and implementation in order to make the program 
C,' 
:- - ... 
successful : 
(1) Keep the program on a voluntary basis. 
(2) Solicit for company-wide support for commitment 
to quality from top to bottom of the 
organization. 
(3) Ensure full support from supervisors. 
(4) l'furture atmosphere of participati ve management 
and mutual trust. 
(5) Encourage contribution towards decision - making 
from lower levels. 
(6) Provide training and education to upgrade 
members' skill and technique required in problem 
solving through team effort. 
(7) Closely monitor the activity level of each 
qua.lity circle and keep them active. 
(8) Tender proper recognition and rewards for 
appreciation of the work performed and results 
achieved no matter how insignificant it may 
,appear to be. 
(9) Maintain interflow with other similar programs in 
, 
the territory for information exchange and 
dissemination. 
For detai1ed guidelines on how to start and manage the 
quality circle activities, one c~n refer to publications 
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published by the Asian Productivity organization17 or 
other promoting organizations. Management consultants with 
profound experience in quality circle programs can also be 
resorted to, but one has to bear in mind the possible 
difference in the cultural settings. 
Besides, if ~ajor changes such as plant relocation, 
and organization expansion are anticipated in the near 
future, it would be better to postpone the implementation 
of the quality circle program until the organization is 
stabilized. As investment in the human resource 
development, tangible , and intangible benefits would 
probably be realized after quite a long period. Degree of 
confidence in the future of Hong Kong beyond 1997 would be 
another important factors to consider. Moreover lessons 
learned from the failed programs as discussed in the 
previous chapters should be borne in mind and not to be 
repeated. 
The Prospect of Quality Circle in the Future 
Not bnli that quality dircle activities appeared late 
in Hong Kong, the pace of their growth is ' relatively slow 
when compared with our neighboringcountries, .such as the ' 
other three 'Asian Dragons'" esp~cially in application of 
the concept beyond the manufacturing sectors tci supportive 
function, apd service industries. 
Though the governmant itself has experience and 
17 Quality Control' Circles at Work. Tokyo: Asian 
Productivity Organization, 1984, p. 15-20. 
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claimed benefit from the implementation of quality circles 
among the civil servants in 1983 18 , it has never situated 
itself as a leading example. 
Lacking the government I s direct support is another 
I , 
factor contributing to the slow growing pace in addiiion to 
the internal factors among the industries. In order to 
create a positive climate to help spread quality circle 
activities to more industries, especially the services 
industries, · the government should establish an centralized 
agency to coordinate all the quality circle activities and 
· lead their promotion in the territory. An alternative 
. solution could' be to ,upgrade the status of the Hong~--Kong 
Quality Circles Association (HKQCA) as representative body 
'especially in' both ~omestic and the international forum, 
and channel more resources to this area. 
If so, more territory-wide conventions, experience 
sharing seminars, · study mission, training programs, 
promotional talks could be organized to help disseminating 
the knowledge and skill of quality circles. wi th the 
blessing of the government instead of merely private 
efforts, it would be easier to attract the attention of the 
top management and convince them to attend, promotional and 
trai:ning programs for a first hand knowledge about quality 
circles. 
OI1ly then we could expect the quality circles to meet 
18 ~~~h'G 6 d3 ~ J1~J1) (1t~-I1J}tL /t1JiiU,\»f-#-*-~ e:iJ ' 
~ - ~Aj-Ai 45(J~-~ j~  nJli ffilt if 31~1 
jt~% ~-r-$J ~ M*1~' ' 
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with wider acceptance among more industries and contribute 
to strong economic growth and position Hong Kong with more 
competitive edge in the international trade through 




...... . ,., . 
BENEFITS GAINED BY IMPLEMENTING QUALITY CIRCLES 
Quality circles, if implemented properly with detailed 
pianning, they can bring in a lot ot tangible and 





Better quality awareness among employees 
Improved product/service quality 
Higher productivity 
. Lower cost of production 
(5) Enhancement of work methods 
(6) Better utilization of resources 
,(7) Improvedworker-management-staff communication 
(8) Better labor relat:ion and fewer disputes 
(9) Improved morale and interest at work 
(10) Greate~ job satisfaction 
(11) Lowerlabor turnover and absenteeism 
(12) Better opportunity of self-develepment 
(13) Total quality control 
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APPENDIX 2 
CASE STUDIES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 
11 
company MOl 11 
Nature of Company Business: . 
Producer of Electronic Consumer Products 
Q. Circle Activity ? No 
MOl is a local public-listed company specialized in 
the research, manufacturing and marketing of electronic 
products. The) company is aware of the ·enforcementof the 
ISO 90~0 series of standards in the near future and its 
impact to exporters to the global markets, especially 
Europe. Presently the company is considering some 
alternatives of Total Quality Control program. However,. at 





Nature of Company Business: Manufacturer of PCB for OEM 
Q .~ CircleActi~ity? No 
M02 is a small local manufacturer producing printed 
circuit boards for other original equipment manufacturers, 
employing about 30 staff and has been in operation for 
about three ~years. 
,Prompted by the increasing awareness of quality 
control,M02 first joined the HKQCAwith the aim t~ learn 
more about the quality circle activities in other 
organization. presently it . is still in its embryonic stage. 
In short term, the prevailing TQM program which was being 
promoted by the HKPC in response to the ISO 9000 series of 






Nature of Company Business: Screen Printing 
Q. Circle Activity? No 
M03 is a local company engaged in producing screen 
printing and employs about 70 staff. Interest in quality 
improvement dated back five years ago. St;.aff were sent to 
relevant training courses and encouraged to participate in 
-public quality circle case presentation meetings as means 
to acquire knowledge in improving quality for their own 





Natur~ of Company Business: Manufacturer of optical 
Products 
Q.Circle Activity? No 
M04 is engaged in producing optical products such as 
lens, and owned 'by local interest, employing arou'nd 2,000 
staff. Quality improvement program is being ' studied 
recently andqualitylmprovement teams will be set up as 
. . ~ . 




Nature of Company Business: ,. 
Manrifacturer of Electronic Consumer Products 
Q. Circle Activity? No 
M05 is of local interest with manufacturing plant in 
mainland China, employing about 600 staff. Program to 
introduce quality circles was very recently commenced by 
end of 1990. It is in contact with the Hong Kong Quality 





Nature of Company Business: Manufacturer of Edible Oil 
'Q. Circle Activity? No 
. . M06, a locally listed company, is the market leader in 
bottled oil and holder of HKQ-Mark for its products, first 
had its contact with the HKQCA ,through the personnel of its 
laboratory which has then been replaced by an outside 
-contractor. 
Under the leadership of an expatriate CEO, a 
Production Improvement Process (PIP) campaign was launched 
nine months ago. All workers are encouraged to form teams 
to identify problem areas, discuss and make recommendation 
of remedial ' actions to a review committee comprised of 
. senior executives. Assessment is based on the potential 
contributio'n to cost reduction, quality and productjvity 
im~rovement as w~ll as the creativity and feasibility of 
the pr6posed plans. So far response is satisfactory and a 
few awards have been granted and recognized in the i~-house 
bulletin. There is plan already envisaged to further 
promote quality awareness through orientation education 
with audio-visual aids. More involvement of .personne~ from 
human resource and public relation is planned for. 
11 
Company M07 
Nature of Company Business: Manufacturer of Printers 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes, but have stopped for 
5-6 years 
11 
M07 was one of the pioneer in having quality circles, 
and actively involved incase presentation in the early 
days as well as the formation of a quality association, 
which is related to the present Hong Kong Quality Circles 
Association .(HKQCA). 
'Idea was initiated from middle management of 
production department, receiving satisfactory response from 
work force and no objection ·from top management. 
Development of quality circle activities adjourned 
about 5 to 6 years ago due to labor lay-off as cO'nsequence 
of . undesirable :business., Morale of work force was then 
seriously affected. There is no plan of resuming the 
activity 'in near future. 
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11 
.Company MOB 11 
Nature of Company Business: Manufacturer of electronic 
products 
Q. Circle Activity ? Yes, now adjourned 
. M08 is a s:ubsidiary of the local public-enlisted 
corporation, producing electronic produc/ts .. Quality circle 
activity was started about four to five years ago, and was 
- ·confined in production sector. Presently, activities come 




Nature of Company Business: Producing Metal Frames 
for other OEM 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes, · now adjourned 
An expanding · company which was started about three 
years ago,employing about 130 staff with about 60 percent 
in the manufacturing division. Though it is of Japanese 
interest, management of local organization is rather 
autonomous, and program to introduce the quality circle 
activity was initiated by local management about one year 
ago. Executlves were sent to attend training courses 
organized by theHKPC and Hong Kong · Federation: of 
Industries. There was plan to involve both the 
manufacturing and marketing division. 
Once there were six quality 'circles and yet the 
program · is now shelved due to the following reasons: 
(1) The organization is in the process of e~panding 
facilities, summoning priority in allocation of 
r ,esources . 
(2) Lack c>f thor6ughunderstanding and commitment of 
the top management. 
(3) · Turnover in middle management and circle leaders 
hampered continuation of circle development. 
However the respondent, feeling that the present labor 
relation and vertical communication are satisfactory, has 
the opinion that such failure would not affect the chance 
Of reintroducing such kind ofactivi~ies in the future once 
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the organization is stabilized. Another form of small group 




Nature of Company Business: 
Manufacturer of Quartz Analogue Watches 
Q. Circle Activity ? Yes, now stopped 
M10 employs about 400 staff and is of local interest. 
In mid-80s, though the company was competing in the low 
market segment, the management felt the need to improve the 
quality of products and enhance their competi ti vE!!less. 
Senior staff ~ere sponsored to attend training cour~~s in 
quality circle activities which were organized' by the HKQCA 
and HKPC. 
After in-house training provided to some potential 
leaders, circles were formed without a -formal 
infrastructure. Managers merely served as coordination with 
limited commitment and leadership. All circles were formed 
on voluntary basis and confined in production sector. Such 
activities have lasted for about three years and have come 
to stall in the last two years due to following reasons: 
(1) Labor turnover interrupts continuation of circle 
activities. 
(2) Abs"ence of facilitators. 
(3) Reduced enthusiasm, especially when part of ' the 
production process was contract out and staff 
felt inability 'to maintain direct control over 
product quality. 
(4) Feeling of appropriate topics dried up. 
(5) Lack of motivation nor award scheme. 
It is not anticipated nor planned to have the quality 
activities resumed in the future. 
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11 
company Mll 11 
Nature of Company Business: 
Manufacturer of Electronic Consumer Products 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes but not activ~ 
M11 isa local company of barely 10 years' history, 
employing about 250 staff ' with approximate 200 engaged in 
- production. In perception of the potential benefits of the 
quality circles, quality program was launched three years 
ago with following aims in mind: 
(1) To enhance quality awareness among the workforce. 
(2) To increase the production yield and efficiency. 
(3) To boost sense of belonging to alleviate the 
turnover. 
The program was led by the staff in quality assurance 
departfuent and ·activities was confined to production 
section. In this particular trade of electronic prbducts, 
labor cost generally accounts for less than 10 percent of 
the total production cost due to the heavy capital 
investment and material cost involved. 
Though the company recognized the importance of 
skilled technician and labor for efficiency and waste 
reduction, and were willing to invest in human resource by 
encouraging them to attend jdb related training courses of 
skill and job knowledge enhancement, limited fund was 
allocated to quality activities. Payment has to be drawn 
from each section's ove~headbudget as overtime for circle 
meetings. This policy inevitably deterred the enthusiasm of 
the middle management who were held responsible for the 
company's profit and productivity oriented objectives. 
Develo~ment of the circle activity' was further . 
hampered by the excessive turnover in all levels, in 
particular talented technicians and engineers are readily 




company M12 11 
Nature of Company Business: 
Manufacturer of Electronic Products 
Q. C-ircle Activity? Yes 
M12 is the manufacturing operation in the territory of 
a U8$10 billion m~ltinational corporation, ' high technology 
U.8. corporation with a strong global presence in 
semiconductors, communications, computers, and data 
-- .communications. 
Al though the corporation adopts the management 
principle of 'People First', the potential of work .,floor 
contribution towards quality improvement was neglected in 
-. the pre-'1987 period due to short-term profit objectives 
which were commonly found with those expatriate managers 
who themselves were ·usually on limited tenure. The 
situation changed when one local executive, who himself was 
receptive in ' long term investment in human reii'ource 
development, was appointed as the CEO of the local 
operation. 
The quality program was initially taken up by staff of 
production, ' rather than the personnel nor quality assurance 
staff. Executives were sent to attend training courses on 
quality circles and the Work Improvement Team (WIT) 
steering committee was formed in November 1986 to 
coordinate on training, promotion and appraisal with 
secretarial and treasurer back-up. Train~ng ' was also 
provided to more than 30 facilitatorsand 2~days course to 
operators. Circles were first formed in June 1987, and by 
now there are more than forty circles inVolving over 300 
'staff. Though participation was on voluntary basis after 
persuasion, the emphasis of development' is not on the 
number of circles but rather the penetration of ~uch 
activity to every single department in the enterprise. 
Presently the enterprise employs ' over 100.0 .staff and 
runs two plants in Tai Po and Kwai Chung. Development of 
quality circle activities was considered in a healthy 
state. The concept was successful applied with the 
invqlvementof the circle members to minimize interruption 
to production . when the new plant was set 'up in Tai .Po in 
. 1990.Futur~ obj~ctive is to develop the activity into one 
company-wide program - in . line with Total customer 
satisfaction Campaign launched by the headquarter in 1990. 
In t 'he steering committee, there are two vice-chairmen, one 
each for th~manufacturing and non-manufacturing facets. 
One of the step: would be. the introduction of the six-sigma 
quality~tandard aiming at near-zero defect by providing 
one-day training course to the operators. 
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11 
company M13 11 
Nature of Company Business: Garment Manufacturer 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
" ~ .. .;. 
M15 is a manufacturer of apparel in one of the famous 
brands and has two' production plants, one each in mainland 
China and Hong Kong employing about 2, '000 and 300 staff 
respectively. 
In 1990, a committee was formed with appointed 
representatives from each production related section in the 
inland plant and some local managers. These represent~tives 
_.in turn each leads a small group of appointed members 
chosen from the workforce. Such committee helps to 
communicate the corporate objectives and ' organizes quality 
improvement campaign as· desired,. 
For exa~ple recently, a cleaning campaign.~~ was 
organized to reduce rework cost ,of stained · garments through 
the whole process of production. All groups as fore-
mentioned are loaded with the responsibility t -o make 
recommendation proposal for . improvement under the main 
theme as directed by the management. Meeting is held weekly 
and limited to one hour which is paid as overtime. 
11 
CompanyM14 11 
Nature of co'mpany Business: Manufacturer of Petrochemical 
Products e.g. protective coating, thinners 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
Production activity of M17 takes place in plant inside 
mainland China, where QC circles were formed in 1989 
through assistance of consultancy. Participation is on 
voluntary basis. Circle meetings usually are held within 
office hours and proposals are to be submitted to plant-in-
charge and ~ 'quality scheme administration ' for progress 
assessment. Facilitators pay visit from Hong Kong to circle 
activities ' weekly. 
I~ple~entation was quite smooth and yet extension of 
such activities beyond , the production sector is · not 
anticipated in the ' near future. 
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11 
company ,M15 11 
Nature of Company Business: 
Manufacturer of Computers Components and PeriJ2herals 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
M12 is the manufacturing base in Hong Kong of the U.S. 
'- -multinational corporation which had quality circle programs 
implemented in many of its other manufacturing plants in 
Far East region such as Taiwan and Singapore. By the end of 
1981, steering committee was formed in the Hong Kong plant 
to promote and coordinate the Small Group ' Improvement 
Activity (SGIA). Number of circles once reached over forty 
and the company was active in public case presentation. 
However the activity suffered from a setback wh~p the 
plant was moved from ,Kwai Chung to Shatin andmostc;f the 
workforce was replaced by local residents in the 
neighborhood of the new plant. 
In 1989, momentum was gained to r~vived the program 
together with adjustment in strategies. Emphasis was 
shifted from case presentation -to voluntary participation 
in group activities. And application was to be extended to 
non-production sectors. Half year's time was devoted to 
educate staff with , full set of well prepared training 
material by training teams appointed by the committee. 
Involvement of the personnel department in this aspect was 
limited. 
By now there are 20 circles,majority of which formed 
in departments such as production control and ,material 
handling, and the rest in other departments such as 
purchasing, personnel and engineering. Owing to ' the 
perceived value of long-term benefit offered to labor, ' the 
present turnover of labor force is not significant enough 
to have adverse effect on the development . of circle 
activity. The present state 'of the quality program is not 
all satisfactory. strong incentive is necessary to maintain 
the weak motivation of the participants,and considerable 
effort is required to arouse the interest tif the other non-
participants among the staff size of over 1,000 to join. 
/ 
Solution presently envisaged includes the use of the 
in~house newsletter and offer of gifts such as water 
glasses and pen stands. Chance of experience sharing is 
provided through the annual case presentation and interflow 





Nature of Company Business: 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
Manufacturer of Bottled and 
Packaged Food and Drinks 
M13 is a local company and market leader in package 
and bottled food and drink products. In recent years, the 
company started to export its products to overseas markets. 
The quality program was first initiated by the 
technical director in July 1981. Potential organizer-s and 
leaders were sent to training courses conducted by the 
HKPC. Steering committee was formed with the deputy 
managing director as the chairman. Coordinator was 
)" appointed to supervise on the budgeting", promotion and 
training. Facilitators were appointed among the per~pnnel 
staff and quality program manual was prepared. The " first 
six pilot quality circles formed by encouraged staff in 
April 1982 . . Number of circles once reached .19 and - now is 
16. 
The program suffered setback when the production was 
shifted from Kwun Tong to Tun Mun in 1986. Although 
transportation was provided, it ended up with consider~ble 
change in workforce.In1988 the program was revived, with 
staff from other departments involved as facilitators and 
reduce the ratio from three to two for better guidance and 
assistance. 
Award system is based on marking scheme which monitors 
on circle activities as well as completed projects. Gbod 
performancew6uld be recognized in the annual dinner and 
awarded with free · S~E. Asia tour or gold m~dal for members 
of winning team in the annual presentation. Circle 
activities is promoted in the in-house newsletter. 
Though it is perceived that turnover among the circle 
members tends to be lower, the program encountered problems 
such as insufficient support from middle management and 
rather low educational level on the part of the workforce 
to assimilate the technique. 
-
11 company M17 
Nature of Comparty Business: Manufacturer of Metal 
Products 
Q. Circle Activity ? Yes 
6 3 
11 
M14 is a .subsidiary of the multinational U.S. 
manufacturing company with its self-owned plant on the Hong 
Kong side and employing over 1000 staff. 
Driven ~y the headquarter, quality circle activity was 
organized in 1981 with a rather standard structure. At 
present there are 30 circles in the production, 'ql)ality 
assurance as well as ~ngineering sectors. Short term target 
is to promote such activity to office staff~ 
Meetings are held after working hours and paid as 
ov~rtime. In-house training is provided by the tr$\.ining 
tecam formed under the steering committee. In future the 
personnel department is expected to share mor.e the 
responsibili ty in training. Members Were moti vated with 
non-monetary awards in the half-yearly circle competition 
for the best ' circle and proposal. Piomotion is channeled 
through the in';"'house newsletter'Interflow'. Besides, the 
organization is in frequent contact with other active QC 
practicing .companies as well as the other sister companies 
in the · Corporat~ Regional Meeting to exchange ~xperience. 
Development of the program was not all that smooth and 
had up and down due to theexcessi ve turnover in the 
workforce. Also surge in production demand also diverted 
the management I s attention away from development of quality 




Nature of Comoanv Business: · Producer of Outboard 
Engines, Electronic Components & Instruments 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
64 
M18 is a . 'wholly owned regional marketing and 
manufacturing subsidiary of a multinational corporation 
based in U.S.A. Its Quality at Work Program was based on 
- -the quality circle concept and the organization structure 
was adapted from a similar scheme operated by its sister 
operation in Belgium. Its objectives are to enhance product 
quality, productivity, industrial safety and thew~rking 
environment. 
After sending organizers to attend training courses 
Q conducted by HKMA and 'HKPC, four pilot . groups were first 
formed in Deqember 1982 with full support from t1)~ top 
ma-nagement. 
In response to the more stringent qual.ity requirement, 
the name of the quality program was recently renamed as 
Six--sigma19 Quality Work Program. The governing structure 
is basically the same as before i.e. a 3-tier system. six-
Sigma Taskforce to Improve Quality (T.I.Q. ) still comprises 
of top management and senior executives from the functions 
of marketing ,manufacturing and personnel. Reporting to 
T.I.Q. and serving as the coordination link is the Office 
and Factory Qualitysteering \Conunittees (Q.S.C.) which are 
comprised of managers and quality work group (QWG) 
consultants (facilitators). In addition to the existing 
work groups, three more work groups, namely customer 
service, product enhancement, and cross-functional work 
groups are going to be formed in pursuit of the company 
objectives of 'Total Customer satisfaction '. Beside~, a 
half--day course in industrial engineering concept is 
planned for all staff in April 1991. ,-
The SiX-Sigma program, planned to be . launched in May 
1991, is a quality improvement program similar to the 'Zero 
. Defect , program, whereby the defect rate is aimed at below 
·3.4 . parts per · million (ppm). Other manufacturers known to 
be in pursuit of such demanding standard include Motorola 
Semiconduqtors in U.S.A. 
In the absence of segregated training department, all 
fundamental courses were conducted by the training team 
formed under the committee. In addition to the annual 
training camp, HKQCA was .also invited to conduct half~day 
19 Sigmais statistical measure of defect rate, the 
higher the number, the lower the defect rate target is set. 
Cl 
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intensive course for group consultants as deemed required. 
M18 now employs about 300 and 150 staff in production 
and non-production sectors respectively, slightly dropped 
from 570 in 1988. There are about 14 groups under the 
factory steering committee and more than 6 under the office 
steering committee. Average group size is about 6 to 8 
members. 
Meetings are usually held within working hours. Topics 
chosen in the factory work groups fall in the following 
four main categories: productivity improvement, product 
enhancement,reject reduction and environmental 
--- improvement. As for office work groups, there is general 
feeling of difficulty in finding suitable topics and the 
members are not so active. 
In general work groups are expected to completed one 
project in about 6 months' time and present in the meeting 
of the steering committee in chinese, a change from the 
very first beginning in which case the workers felt under 
stress to present in front of their expatriate s.,enior 
executives in the T. I. Q • meetings. There is also the annual 
presentation. In order to undermine the sense of 
competition and promote participation~ awards in t~rms of 
cash allowance and shields are given to half of the 
participating ' groups. Besides, there is the award of most 
outstanding presentation skill. -If allowable by the budget, 
the most outstanding few would · be awarded free trips to 
attend international QCC conventions. Moreover work groups 
may receive additional award of HK$l,OOO, if verified by 
independent audit that a certain project· could bring in 
cost saving of over US$2,500 per annum to the company. 
To promote the quality program, all employees, right 
after their probation, receive briefing on company policy 
of continuous quality improvement . And fundamental training 
will be arranged for any staff showing interest in joining 
the quality program. The firm's quarterly in-house 
newsletter is also utilized in promoting the programs. 
Though the quality program activities are maintained, 
development was not that smooth. sometimes groups did feel 
difficulty in finding suitable topics and experience drop 
in morale. To sustain activities, more training and 
guidance were provided. Also clearly communicated company 
policy of continuous quality improvement helps to remind 
the supervisors and middle management of their 
responsibility in guitting · and supporting the quality 
programs. Achievement is reflected in their . respective 
performance appraisal. 
M'18 always maintain an open policy in sharing 
experience with the other QC practicing companies. 
Successful work groups had once presented their projects in 
local and international convention (ICQCC 'Taipei). Indeed, 
it successfully extends its influence to the suppliers. One 
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subcontractor in Shen Zhen also has similar program in 
action. such strong commitment to quality improvement makes 
the company deserve the Governor's Quality Award they 




Nature of Company Busines's: Manufacturer of Photocopiers 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
In this Japanese owned factory, quality circle 
activities were started a few years back under the 
initiation of the management. By the end' of 1990, 17 QC 
circles have been formed among the 500 workers in the 
production sector, and one each among . the warehou~se and 
clerical staff. 
There was annual pr.esentation of cases and the best 
team won the chance to visit headquart~~ and other plants 
in Japan. Other means of motivation includes gifts as awa~d 
and meeting . time being , paid as overtime. Workers are 
encouraged to participate and so fa'r response is 
satisfactory. An ih-house newsletter to promote the 
activity was planned to be launched in 1991. 
Training course . provided \to new r~cruits emphasizes .in 
the following are'as: work skill, quality requirement, 





Nature of Company Business: Assembly of Watches 
Q. circle -Activity? Yes 
: . .... 
M20 is a subsidiary of a Japan-based watch 
manufacturer, employing over 800 staff in all three plants 
in Hong Kong and specialized in assembly of mechanical and 
quartz watches. Theconipany is aiming atparticipati ve 
-> management and has implemented management tool such as 
management by objective as early as in 1980 and laid the 
foundation for implementation of the quality circle 
activities. 
The purpose of implementing the quality program was to 
improve the product quality and the working environment and 
atmosphere. First quality ci~cle was formed in November 
1981. By now ' there are 80 active circles with IIiembers 
accounting for over '80% of the staff .Parti"cipation is on 
the basis of voluntary act, 'though the active atmosphere 
tends to conform newcomers. There is ,also manuf-acturing 
plant in China which is under the supervision of the local 
management. 'However at the moment quality circle activity 
is not yet introduced there. 
The quality circle program is led and coordinated by 
the 'Central conunitteeforQC Circles I which comprises 
senior executives including department managers, engineers 
' as well as floor supervisors." It is already planned that a 
veteran with extensive experience in such activities would 
be appointed as a full-time coordinator to cope with 
further development in the program. 
In order to maintain the development of the 
activities, the steering committee has formed its own 
training team to provide training courses for beginners as 
well as refreshing courses for veterans. Advisor is invited , 
from Japan from time to time to train the supervisors and 
circles leaders. Recently HKPC was also called in for an 
in-house training course. 
competition among the 'circles was held twice a year 
and the circle leaders of the six wiriningteams are awarded 
with a free trip to Japan including visit to the 
headquarter. To allow fair chance for such award, rotation 
of circle leadership is encouraged. The company also 
maintains frequent contact with other companies which are 
practicing quality circles to exchange experience. 
Application of thec~rcle program to non-production 
s~ctor dated back ih 1983. However in general the circles 
in the white collar environment is not so active. Besides, 
the activities once went into recession due to a policy 
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change to eliminate the overtime pay for circle meeting 
times. On the other hand, the labor turnover rate bf the 
organization, currently estimated to be below 5%, is 
considered to have insignificant impact on the development 
of the program. 
11 company M21 11 
-Nature of Company Business: Manufacturer of Electronic 
Products 
Q. Circle Activity? · Yes 
M21 is a fast growing & dynamic· manufacturing, 
marketing subsidiary of a multinational company based in 
Germany. ~ 
Presently employing . about 200 staff, quality 
improvement program was initiated by the local management 
about four years ago. After attending seminar regarding 
quality imp~ovement, the program was decided to be 
launched. Executive's were sent to attend the training 
course conducted by the HKPC and quality circles were 
f6rmed based on voluntary participation by the production 
workers. Recently another circle was formed by the workers 
in warehouse and added to the existing three circles. 
\ 
Activities of circles were guided by two facilitators 
under the supervision of one coordinator. All meetings were 
held af·ter office hours and paid as overtime. And HKPC was 
invited to pr.ovide in-house training for circle members. 
Performance of circles were publicly recognized in the 
annual presentatidn, and awarded by moderately attractive 
bonus. Improvement in communication in r the vertical 
hierarchy as well as the members' leadership were perceived 
after the implementation of the program. There is little 
doubt that those improvement are attributed to the winning 
of the 1990 Governor's Quality Award. 
Nevertheless, difficulty inpromotihg the activities 
to the other staff departments is encountered. Besides, the 
possibility that the -manufacturing plant may be moved 
inland sheds doubt on the program's further development. 
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APPENDIX 3 
,"- ,' " 
CASE STUDIES IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
11 company SOl 11 
Nature of ' CompanyBusiness: container Terminal Operation 
Q. Circle Activity? No 
SOl, the container terminal operations arm of local 
public-listed group is the largest privatel~ owned 
-container terminal operator at Kwai ' Chung. 
\ 
The respondent was one of the delegates among the 
study mission to the International Convention on Quality 
Control Circle (ICQCC) in Tokyo in 1985. Although he 
himself , was impressed with the contribution of QCC in 
boosting morale, dissolving dissents and raising 
productivity in the plants vi~ited.However, he had certain 
reservations on ' the application of QCC in the Hong Kong 
context, and believe that many intending QCC organizing 
companies would gain better insight and ' learn from the 
experience o~ other ·local pioneers in the QCC movement. 
Such prudent view has not been changed through the 
years. Though contact is still maintained informally with 
the HKQCA, there is no plan to implement quality circle , 
activities. Despite the fact that there is no dedicated 
.department being responsible for quality management, the 
'quality of services was perceived by the management as good 
and competitive enough. . 
In fact , there are other forms of quality management 
tools in place, such as staff suggestion scheme and cost-
reduction program directed in top-down approach. Corporate 
resources is allocated t9 other priority objectives such as 
the e~pansion of terminal facilities. 
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11 company 802 11 
Nature of Company Business: Finance Service 
Q. Circle -Activity? No 
The Bank S02 was in financial and management problems 
and taken-over by the government on June ' 7, 1985. A few 
management staff were transf'erred from another banking 
group to revive the bank. Along with them the concept of 
quality circles as effective tool of participative 
management was introduced intoS02. 
There was stro'ng belief in the associated bene~its of 
well implemented quality circle program,however it was not 
considered as appropriate time to go for it soon after the 
major change in management . Several factors constituted 






serious drop in staff morale due to takedver; 
retrenchment of human resource by laying-off 
those poorly performing staff, had caus~d sense 
of insecurity in job, and unclear prospect; 
co'mpensationschemewas in general uncompetitive 
with mark~t rates; 
reluctance to change in management style among 
the staff was felt; 
education level of staff in general was lower 
than those in the same industry; 
\ 
Soon after the takeover, the following objectives were 
top on the list in staff management: 
1) to allow staff to settle down after the turmoil; 
2) to-re-establish themanag~ment ~ystem; 
3) , to create positive attitude among staff; , 
4) to adjust level of compensation scheme for· more 
qualified staff; r 
5) ' to improve supervisory & job knowledge technique; , 
Systematic management policy such as management by 
objectives was implemented for senior staff. Job and role 
analysis were conducted. Performance appraisal was applied 
and there was reshuffle of duties 'to match ones 
qualification. Training department was strengthened to 
assess the ' performance gaps, provide more education to 
change employee attitude, encourage communication and 
improve the sense of belonging to the company. Service 
quality awareness was incorporated in the training contento 
A survey conducted a year ago confirm~d that there was 
considerable improvement in staff attitude. Staff become 
more open in communication, hold more .positive attitude and 
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enjoy a happier work life with higher morale. Though the 
bank was also hit by the brain drain a couple of years 
back. 
The bank is not immune to the very keen competition in 
the 'industry. Market research are conducted regularly with 
internal and external resources to keep ~breast with the 
marke-t trend and the customer perception and needs,. 
S02 now operates through more than 40 branches in Hong 
Kong with its staff of 1200. Although the staff situation 
by now has ' improved considerably, the management stills 
hold a prudent view on-whether the bank is sufficiently to 
- go for the quality circle program. Instead a staff 
suggestion scheme was set up in 1990. 
staff are encouraged to participate individually or in 
groups. All constru'ctive ideas in the areas such · as cost 
reduction, service improvement, procedure simplification, 
efficiency attainment, morale improvement, bank image 
promotion etc are welcome. Any proposal would be assessed 
by a designated committee against the corporate 
philosophy20 of S02, ' and award was granted for accepted 
proposals as recognition to their contribution. 
Nevertheless by now it would be too early to asses~ on the 
general staff's initiation and enth~siasm in any forms of 
participative management style., 
20 CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY-
SERVICE: To provide a flexible and personal level 
of service to customers., 
SYSTEMS: Up-to-date, efficient & effective 
systems '. 
SATISFACTION: ' Mee~ing the needs of both staff and 
customers. 
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[ company S03 11 
Nature of Company Business: Marketing of Chemical Imaging 
and Electronic Imaging Products 
Q. Circle Activity? No 
S03 is the marketing arm of all its parent company's 
products such as films, microfilms, chemical and electronic 
products in Hong Kong and China markets, wi th a total 
- -workforce of over 250. 
In recognition of the weakening competitiveness of 
u.s. products in the domes~ic and international markets in 
the last decade, quality improvement has always been one of 
the corporate objectives. However it is not until November 
1990 that a comprehensive quality improvement program in 
top-down approach was conceived. 
A full-time coordinator was appointed· to organi'ze and 
lead the program after receiving intensive training 
designed for senior executives in Pacific Rim countries. 
Quality Leadership Process (QLP) , as the program is called, 
is customer-oriented to focus on customers needs in order 
to foster its leadership in the- industry. More than 20 off-
site workshop study camps have been planned for the staff 
in 1991. Extended training will be provided in the later 
period of the year. 
Teams will be formed in each functional department and 
concentrate in their own functional areas to exploit any 
possibility of quality improvement. Project themes are to 
be in line with the corporate mission statement. 
Given the following favorable condition, there is 
optimistic view about the QLP impact in. fostering ' the 
company's position in the market: 
1) top management commitment as so~ce of driving 
power; 
2) satisfactory response of the middle management 
which isdelegated .to lead the process; 
3) harmony labor relation and acceptable turnover. 
However . since participation is enforced through the 
company, resistance is anticipated and will be tackled 
through workshop education as well as flexibility empowered 
to team leaders. 
S03 maintains ,the link with the HKQCA, rather than 
other organization such. as HKMA, in the hope of obtaining 
·relevant information for ' their quality program in the 
environment of service industry, and yet seldom participate 
in the other activities of the association. 
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11 
company 804 11 
Nature of Company Business: Architectural .Design 
Q. Circle Activity? No 
This is an architectural firm with 150 office staff. 
Organization & management methods such as household meeting 
have been applied for many years to improve organization 
efficiency. Since 1990, ~ctivities such as speed-response 
-- - campaign are organized by O&M Network Officer to improve 
quality of service provided to clients by enforcing policy 
of quality control. Meantime, in one of the Housing 
Authority building project, a self-initiated program is 
underway to improve QC procedures in compliance with the 
ISO 9000 series of standards - ·an uncommon practice by now 




Nature of Company Business: Hotel Operation 
\ 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes, rtow stopped 
S05 is ~ne of the three hotels ina hotel group held 
by the a public listed company with diversed interest. 
Currently there ·is about 700 staff, majority of which is in 
the Food & Beverage Department. Once quality circle 
activity was · in action a few years ago but- soon ended in 
failure due to the following : 
1) initial program launched in full scale and got 
out of hand.; 
2) the new management . concept was not thoroughly 
endorsed among the senior management; 
3 ) ~ lack of experienced nor trained middle management 
to shoulder~heresponsibility in promotion and 
guidance; . 
4) · incompetent leadership in circle activities due 
to insufficient t~aining; 
5) staff were not well educated and prepared for 
such new management concept, 
6) absence ofparticipative atmosphere; 
7) excessive turnover in labor force, a prevailing 
ph~nomenonin the hotel industry in recent years 
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due to rapid growth. 
Under , the serious labor shortage problem, existing 
training resource is exhausted ' in training new recruits in 
courtesy manner and basic skill to perform work. 
The idea is shelved at the time being. However with 
likely , top management commitment and r ,ather receptive 
senior and middle management, with common census' in the 
importance of investment in human resource development, it 
is likely that the concept could be reintroduced in the 
future ~hen the circumstance is right. Only that at present 
it is not on the top priority list. 
11 company 806 11 
Nature 61 Company Business: Seafreight & Ship Operation 
Q~Circle Activity? ' Yes, now stopped 
Information: . 
806 is one of "t:he big shipping companies in Hong Kong. 
Quality circle activities were once initiated in 1989 but 
soon adjourned due to restruoturing of organization under 
the direction of headquarter in Holland. Presently 
responsibility of quality improvement is shouldered by 
every department h~ad. 
\ 
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[ company S07 11 
Nature of Company Business: Information Handling Systems 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
S07 was form~d through consolidation of operations in 
Hong Kong and China in 1987; with staff . force exceeding 
800, and divided into th~ following major job categories: 
_ marketing, customer service engineering, internal computing 
- services, administration and finance/accounting. 
S07 corporate quality concepts stress that no level of 
defect is acceptable and quality improvement reduces" total 
costs. The company's headquarters in u. s. A. started to 
explore the idea of quality assurance in the non-
manufacturing functions in the early 1980s, under the 
leadership of the newly appointed Vice Preside.nt of 
Quality. Down' the hierarchy, each Director of Qual.oity in 
the regional headquarters receives reports f -romhis Country 
Quality Managers of branch offices. This development is 
complementary to the three basic beliefs of the 
corporation: , pursuit for excellence, ' respect for 
individual~ and best customer service. 
As a result, improvement teams, much like the quality 
. circles, were set up in Hong Kong since 1984. Customer 
needs are the driving force towards the Total Quality 
Concept. S07 made a modest start in departments which are 
smaller, more manageable, an~ thus have a better chance of 
success. Subsequently improvement teams from across 
departments sprang into action. For example, one team 
tackled . the issue of billing procedure, revealed that 
billing procedures involved the interface of different 
departments a~d finally devise~ a coordinated plan in the 
issuance of bills with particular reference to accuracy, 
efficiency and timeliness. 
Quality Council was set up to be . responsible for 
advising and assisting in quality-related work. with proper 
induction through training, staff would be brought to 
recognize the various aspects in the provision of services, 
for which the setting of quantifible objectives is 
inh~rently difficult. To ensure customar satisfaction, 
quantified standards or, at least, objective reference 
cr iter ia . should b.e · S"et . to 'moni tor the progress. To 
facilitate implementation, work can ' be divided into 
different ph,ases with periodic checks and reviews. 
11 
company S08 
Nature of Company Business: multi-disciplinary, 
mainly in construction 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
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11 
with a QC 8teering Committee formed in the holding 
company, quality circles were first formed °in 1982. Initial 
implementation encountered a number of difficulties. ° The 
- , concept and skills of QCCwere not readily understood by 
the site staff and the line managers were not ready for 
their new role play. Coverage of the quality circles 
extended to many of the disciplines °inthe group and ' staff 
in the human resource department and supervisors as well as 
middle management were involved as facilitator under the 
direction of the coordinator and the steering committee. 
Once the number of quaoli ty circles reached 13 in 1985. 
The company aollows participati ve management and 
management by objectives scheme is appli~d down to level of 
assistant managers. Recreational clubs are formed in each 
sUbsidiary companies to nurture open and harmony 
atmosphere. ' However in the last couple of years, the 
steering committee became rather inactive, and a slow down 
in the activities was noticed. A number of factors are 
attributed to such down turn . . 
1) tight schedules in the construction activities 
spare less and effdrttime for meeting, 
2) other forms of quality assurance ° programs are 
instituted, aiming to prepare for compliance with 
the ISO 9000 series quality standard imposed by 
the government in ,housing .construction by 199.3; 
3. theie was considerable high turnover in o~fice 
staff especially a~ong the middle ' management, 
apparently due to migration and job-hopping. 
Experience ~llustrates that, in promoting quality 
circles in office environment where quality service is more 
difficult. to quantify, emphasis tends to be put on 
streamlining work procedures, enhancing intra-department 
and inter-department communication . . Measurement of the 
achievement which is mainly intangible is equally 
difficult. In most cases it is entrusted ~o feedback from 
other affected departments ' and ones sU,bjective jUdgement. 
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11 Company S09 11 
Nature of Company Business: Public Transport 
Q~ Circle Activity? Yes 
In the period of 1987/88, guided by the strong belief 
that floor workers are 'experts' in their workplace and 
have potential to contribute , to work improvement, a few 
advocates of quality circles in the middle management of 
-the enterprise started to explore the feasibility of 
implementing quality circle activities. . Quality experts 
were invited to give talks and promotional video was shown 
in various departments. Finally approval fro~ the 
management was granted to set up a pilot quality circle 
program . 
. Steering committee was then formed in September 1988 
to organize and coordinate on circle activities. HKQ.:~A was 
irivited to conduct a ·series of training which was designed 
for ttie middle management and supervisory ~taff to acquire 
a thorough understanding about what quality circle is and 
its potential benefits. A seminar to train facilitators was 
held. -Then intensive training was conducted to train circle 
leaders and members ' with a well-prepared training -package 
at their workplace in their trade language. 
At first only five circles were formed in 1989 . 
. Response and ability of the staff participated was better 
than expected. Their encouraging performance assisted to 
foster the management staff I s belief in - QCC, shed the 
doubts and soon met with therecogni tion of top management.-
By now there are 17 circles ' formed - mainly in the 
maintenance sections. with more commitment from the senior 
and top management, the program is expected to deyelop 




Nature of Company Business: Marketing & Servicing of 
Air Conditioning Products 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
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S10 has about 500 staff and is responsible fpor 
marketing and servicing its parent company's products. In 
0.. the early stage of the ' implementation of quality circle 
activity in 1985, HKPC was invited as consulting agency. 
The standard organizing structure was ~nstituted involving 
all relevant line managers. Membership' is on strictly 
voluntary basis. 
Although top management maintains - a supportive 
attitude and agrees to allocate separate budget for its 
promotion, the number of circles remains today is only 
f9ur, each .with seven to eight members and al-l are 
maintenance staff. Though a small number of- proposa-ls were 
put forward and implemented, such activities never received 
public recognition and failed to stir up the atmosphere. 
Failur~ of -program was due to following reasons: 
1) top management is supportive but not committed 
enough, expatriate executives are on contract 
term and impatience to wait for benefit showing 
up in the long run; 
2) middle management lacks commitment and leadership 
in program development; 
3) workers were not properly motivated and educated 
to understand about the potential benefit of such 
activities; 
4) un~ike in production plan~, Carrier maintenance 
staff are on outbound service call , so it is 
difficult to cUltivate team spirit. . 
5) in general a favorable corporate culture and 
atmosphere is absent. c 
However the program is not wound up. ~here is plan to 
launch some sort of promotional campaign and award scheme 
later this year in order to revive the program from such 
"maintenance period". 
company 811 
Nature of Company Business: 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 




Sll, a leading airline in Hong Kong, employs over 
10,000 staff in its local and overseas operation, among 
which about 1,600 is in the Kai Tak Airport Division. 
The idea of introducing quality circle activity was 
initiated by the General Manager of Kai Tak Airport 
operation in 1987. After contacting other organizations 
e.g. Hong Kong Bank & All Nippon Airways, which have been 
practicing quality activities, two pilot circles were 
formed by the end of 1987 in the division of Kai Tak 
Airport Operation. However both of them were dissolve,d soon 
a~ter their first presentation. ~ 
Lesson learned from such incidents were that _: 
1) participation was talked into, . without the proper 
understanding of what QC really means by those 
involved; 
2) illusion about · what quality circles could 
achieve,wrongly taken as alternative means to 
the labor union to ~oice grievance. 
3) case presentation in English medium for the 
benef~t of the senior management as demanded, as 
means to boost publicity, deterrederithusiasm and 
exerted pressure against healthy growth of circle 
activities. 
Not yie~ding to give up, extE?rnal assistance were 
resorted to. HKQCA was invited to conduct training cou~ses, 
and the in-house training resource were also tried out. 
However both options were considered unsatisfactory and 
Cathayfinally settled with quality circle consultants from 
Singapore to conduct the courses from 1989 onwards. 
Quality circle program was reactivated by the end of 
1988 with four circles. There are several changes in the 
strategies : 
1) a half-hour briefing was given ,to all staff in 
the department to introduce the program, this is 
a remedial measure to a survey finding that over 
90% of staff were ignorant about the existence of 
such activities even after a year's practice; 
2) an in house bulletin 'QC Link' was published to 
publicize th~ · activities and recruit interested 
parties; 
3) investment in training courses to bring about 






a QC Working commi ttee is formed among the 
coordinators of interested departments for better 
utilization of resources and publicity in 
promoting quality circle activities as company 
wide 'activity; and facilitators were appointed; 
a pamphlet about QC activities is being prepared 
£or distribution to middle and top management for 
their better understanding; , 
case presentation and the . medium to conduct it · 
becomes optional; 
The year 1990 sees increasing enthusiasm among staff 
and a steady growth iri ~ircles and 20 circles have been 
-. - formed with their coverage extended to many other 
departments such as Accounts, Personnel, Ground Services, 
MIS, Reservation and Ticketing. Attitude change from 
skeptical to supportive was generated. 
The circle activity did manage to survive from the 
early failure. Though such movement is not all that smooth, 
being disturbed by labor shortage and their peculiar duty 
roster system, nevertheless, it is now taking off~.~ on a 
rather healthy ground. It is hoped that . such activities 
could spread further to other departments such as Inflight 
Services and Engineering. -
Though I company sponsored trip to international 
convention is one of the alternative of award to -winning 
team, the company rather prefers to sponsor free holiday 
trips,on top of insignificant amount of cash bonus, seeing 
that certain team members do not necessarily appreciate 
those $tudy trips~ 
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11 company 812 11 
Nature of Company Business: Public Passenger Transport 
Q.CircleActivity? Yes 
812 established in 1975, and now operates 3 trains 
lines with 38 stations, over about 43 kilometers of tracks 
which are one of the most, intensively used railways in the 
,~ world carrying more than 2 million passengers per day. In 
' addition to the railway, the corporation's interests 
include kiosk rental, poster advertising within the 
stations, and property development and management. The 
company about · 5,000 staff with about 200 at management 
level. 
As early as 1982/83, there was idea to involve floor 
workers in improvement of work with a staff sugg~stion 
sqheme being 'instituted. The response to the sch~me was 
encouragingly satisf~ctory reflecting the workers' interest 
and potential in managing the quality of work. How~ver top 
management's attention and priority were. drawn towards rail 
network expansion. Due to lack of its support, the idea of 
quality progtam in the form of ,quality circles was shelved 
for a few years. 
By August . 1988, strongly supported and initiated by 
the middle management in the Operations Engineering 
Depar.tment which accounted for about two-fifth of the 
staff, the idea was put forwarded to top management again 
and accepted for implementation. HKQCA was invited to train 
some senior staff who then in turn were responsible for in-
house training of the program facilitators and potential 
team leaders by utilizing existing, trainingfacili ties. 
Training to ,-'team members was provided by team leader 
through the team meeting which in most cases were held 
within office hours. 
All activities are under the supervision of the 
Workbase Improvement Team (WIT) Council and the three 
steering committees. All team ac·tivities are monitored and . 
assessed for score to determine whether gole!, silver or 
bronze medals are achieved. Case meeting was held every 
three to five months. Free trip to study mission to 
interna,tional convention was awarded to the team with the 
best proposal of the I- year. Other good performers were 
awarded with free study camps, in neighboring areas such as 
Macau and 8henzhen, or souvenirs. To stimulate the 
activity, some other awards were given to most active team, 
best slog~n, lo~odesign. WIT projects tackled fell into 
the following categories: reliability, safety, 
productivity, energy conservation and customer service. 
Promotion of WIT activities is through the monthly in-
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house publication, poster issued monthly, and introduction 
manual issued to staff. Basic course for small group 
activities are incorporated in the routine program provided 
by the corporate training school. 
Although the WIT program took off in encouraging pace 
with more - than 37 teams formed by August 1990, much 
concerted effort is still required in the following areas: 
1) to encourage and persuade staff to join 
voluntarily; 
2) to promote the " knowledge and skill in team 
activity -through more training; 
3) to maintain the motivation ' through proper 
recognition; 
4) to sustain team enthusiasm and activity 
continuation through refreshing course. 
Nevertheless, the proven result of the Workbase 
Improvement Teams in the Operations Engineering Department 
has shed the doubt of many other bystanders and it is now 
the corporate objective to develop it into a companywide 
system. Operations Department will soon f6llow sui~~ with 
other functional departments such as Estate management, 
purchase, store and finance already considering its 
implementation seriously. with more different ' departments 
involved, contribution of the personnel ,department then 
would be anticipated to be much more and extensive. 
512 also encourages interflow of experience with other 
QCCpracticing organizations by hosting visits, and 




11 Company 813 11 
Nature of Company Business: Financial Services 
O.Circle Activity? Yes 
',' - .:. . 
The bank is operating in over 115 branches with over 
4000 employees . . Service Improvement Group (SIG) scheme, 
which was based . 'on the quality circle co~cept, was first 
started in 1988. 
Managers in all functional areas were appointed to be 
facilitators in rotation to guide and assess on the small 
group activities. Recommendation for improvement forwarded 
by the groups, . if accepted for implementation, would be 
pUblicized in in-house publication. Involvement of Training 
Department is limited and the steering committee organizes 
its own resources to promote the activities. Though the top 
management commitment to improve service quality is 
ascertained, .' ·the bank is facing the problem 0",£ high 
turnover which at th'e same time plagues many others in the 
banking industry. 
Nevertheless, under the slogan "We Make a Difference", 
the bank is organizing its effort toward Total Quality 
Control. A new post of Service Quality Manager was 
appointed in 1990. However the bank prefers to stay in low 
profile about its quality improvement program without much 
publicity,which tends to raise the customers' perception 
long before 'it can be achieved through the program. Other 
management tools being adapted concurrently include 
suggestion scheme and management by objectives. 
11 company 814 11 
Nature of Company Business: Financial Services 
Q • . Cir-cle Activity? Yes 
Feasibility study of a quality program, which was 
called Work Improvemefit Scheme, was commenced in March 
1982~ In ord~r to aqquire better understanding about the 
implementation of quality program,a working committee was 
formed in 1983 and a few staff members were sent to attend 
relevant training courses conducted by the HKPC and HKMA. 
One Japanese QCC consultant was invited to participate an 
in-house seminar on the same topic. The importance of 
commitment of top management, a receptive management and 
harmony working atmosphere towards its success in 
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implementation are fully recognized. Under the strong 
recommendation of the personnel department and the support 
of the General Manager, the launch of the W.I. Scheme was 
approved in January 1984. The objectives of the WIS include 
the following: 
1) ~to improve the quality of work; 
,-2) to improve the eff iciency of work; 
3) to provide staff with appropriate training to , 
exploit their potential; 
4) to enhance j ob satisfaction and sense of 
belongings through active participation. 
, ' 
A two-day training course was envisaged under the 
cooperation of the personnel department and training 
department for potential facilitators and work improvement 
team (WIT) leaders. 
A' pilot program with six WITs, all of which were 
formed voluntarily, was launched in June 1984. A survey by 
questionnaire was conducted three months afterwards and the 
encouraging findings were evaluated as following: .,,' 
1) all senior executives who performed , as 
coordinators considered that the scheme w~s worth 
to be supported; 
2) all facilitators and team leaders , perceived 
remarkable improvement in vertical communication, 
work procedures and enhanced interest in work and 
sanse of responsibility by staff; 
3) majoiity of team members perceived the scheme's 
value in improving the work environment and 
procedures andoff'ering fresh ,knowledge; more 
important was that majority ,considered that the 
scheme should be continued and promoted for wider 
participation. 
The Work" Improvement Scheme (WIS) experienced a very 
rapid growth in the early stage, and number of teams formed 
in the first eighteen months reached 68, part of them are 
department-based and the others are branch-based. Such 
result was achieved with organized effort to clear some of 
the problems and obstacles. 
First remedial measure was to correct the skeptical 
attitude of some non-participating staff so that the 
potential benefits of such scheme were perceivable to them 
a,nd arol;ls,e their interest to join voluntarily. Since April 
1985, an in-house WrS-Bulletin is published by the 
personnel depar'tment 'with the following purposes: 
1) to promote the WIS activities by circulation 
beyond the team ,participants; 
2) to act as means of recognition to teams who have 
made improvement suggestion; 
3) to act as communication channel among the teams 
to avoid duplication bf effort in same or similar 
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project topics; 
4) to inspire ideas for improvement through sharing 
of experience. 
Second remedial measure was to promote a correct 
understanding among the middle management about the 
underlying principles of the quality improvement program 
and :their role play as facilitators to encourage the 
subordinates' involvement. 
The rapid g~owth was ' followed by a 'plateau' stage 
with signs of activities ,considerably slowed down. To find 
out the reasons for it, another questionnaire survey was 
.- conducted. The findings included: team members were too 
busy for regular meeting, insufficient recognition and 
serious staff turnover. Remedial measures were then taken 
although there was not much the bank could do about the 
high turnover. 
Though not all suggestions for work improvement 
forwarded by the WIT wduld be accepted, after evaluation by 
the Group Method and ResearchDepa~tment, · the majo~ity of 
ttienturned out to be' workable solutions of practical value 
to reduce cost, improve work procedures and qu~lity of 
service provided to the bank's customers. As another means 
of recognition" while the adapted suggestion was announced 
for organization-wide implementation, it is accredited to 
the effort of the relevant team through the internal 
memorandum. 
Presently there are over 250 branches· and over 12,000 
staff working for the bank in all facets excluding any 
overseas operation,. there are' about 200 WITs. Meeting was 
usually held after work -and paid as overtime. All teams are 
encouraged to have leaders on rotation basis to improve 
individual's leadership skill. Performance in WIT-related 
work were taken into consideratidn in th~ staff appraisal. 
Award for teams of good performance are non-monetary ,items 




Nature of Company Busin~ss: Express Service 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
S15 . is the market leader in the international air 
express industry. Its Far East Asia Region is significant 
in terms of size; covering Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, 
the Philippines, China and Macau. 
As a company providing express service for packages 
and documents, S15 fully recognizes the impact of high 
quality service to . its bottom line. Con·cept of quality 
assurance was first adopted in April 1984 and a new ,post of 
Quality Mqnager was established. Crusade on quality 
improvement was based on the valuable experience in the 
Taiw~n branch office. Since 1986, mote than 135 service and 
work codes and standards have been defined based on 
customers' perspective. ~: , 
. - However knowing that all these standards and codes 
would be ineffective without the initiatiori and m6tivation 
of the staff involved,a new system was implemented in all 
offices of ' the corporation. , Value Improvement Process 
(VIP), as the new scheme is called, was conceived on the 
concept of quality circles. However it has several 
characteristics which make it different from the 
conventional quality circle activities. 
First, other tha.n floor\ staff, VIP teams are formed 
with more direct involvement of the front ltnesupervisors. 
Second, team formation is topic~oriented and teams are 
dissolved once project is done. Third, project themes are 
laid by department head. Fourth, the~e ~s a h~gher degree 
of involvement of the management staff in terms of care and 
assistance as well as guidance and facilitation. 
Internal case presentation meeting was organized as 
competition and appropriate awards areg~ven, to motivate 
staff participation. other than the tangible result in cost 
saving, the company treasures more on the intangible 
resul ts such as the company~wide understanding of the 
corporate value, importance of quality service and work 
procedure improvement for · better efficiency, as well as the 
signif~cance of value added to each work process. 
11 company 816 11 
Nature of Company Business: Camera Film Marketing and 
Photofinishing Services , 
Q. Circle Activity? Yes 
87 
S16 operates through chain stores and dealers to 
provide photofinishing ' services and market camera film 
products. There are over 100 and 200 staff in the 
production and non-production sector respectively. 
Encouraged by successful experience in Japan and USA, 
implementation of quality improvement program was initiated 
by top management ten years ago. At present there are four 
circles formed among the production staff who are 
encouraged to join on purely voluntary basis. 'Motivation is 
achieved by non-monetary gifts presented twice a year. 
So far, the implementation of the quali ty p'~ogram 
resulted in tangible benefits such as cost reduction, and 
improved cooperation across-function and higher morale. S16 
was one of the six Hong Kong winners of the 1990 Management 
Awards intended ' for Asia's outstanding companies with 
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